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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Branching processes form one of the classical fields of applied probability and 
remain an active area of research and application. In recent years, there has been 
renewed interest in the old topic of large deviations, namely, the asymptotic com­
putation of small probabilities on an exponential scale. The reasons are two-fold. 
On the one hand, starting with Donsker and Varadhan, a general foundation was 
laid that allowed one to use "general" tricks that seemed to work in several diverse 
situations. On the other hand, large deviation estimates have proved to be a crucial 
tool for studying many questions in statistics, engineering, statistical mechanics, 
and partial differential equations. 
The large deviation questions in branching processes have a different flavor. The 
"general" trick from large deviation theory does not seem to work here. Also, the 
large deviation questions (for the mean) tie up with some of the classical open 
questions in the theory of branching processes. The large deviation questions have 
non-trivial applications to the study of algorithms in theoretical computer science 
(see [4] and [5]). For these reasons we study the large deviation questions that arise 
in branching models. 
In the first paper, we study the rate of decay of the probabilities of deviation 
of an estimator of mean from the true mean. We show that this rate is geometric. 
These results depend on the known results about the rate of decay of iterates of 
one-dimensional generating functions. 
A more detailed study of single type processes was carried out by Athreya (see 
[1]). He showed that the geometric rate of decay of large deviation probabilities is 
intimately connected to the sample paths that grow slowly. He further established 
that if the branching process grows "fast enough" then the large deviation proba­
bilities decay exponentially fast. Finally, he considered the problem of decay rates 
for martingales and showed that this rate is super-geometric. 
2 
When one considers mtdtitype branching processes, new questions about the 
rate of convergence of proportions arise. As in the single type case, we reduce 
the problem to the study of decay rates of iterates of two-dimensional generating 
functions. This problem has not been settled in the literature and we develop 
techniques for studjdng this problem. It turns out that even in this case, the rate 
of decay of the probabilities of large deviations and the rate of decay of the iterates 
of analytic functions are the same and axe geometric (under further conditions). 
Further, we provide partial solutions to the large deviation questions for multitype 
processes that grow exponentially fast. We also consider rate of convergence of the 
martingales and show that this rate is super geometric. All of these results are 
contained in the second paper. 
In the fourth paper of the thesis we move on to consider continuous time branch­
ing processes. In this case the situation completely changes depending on the tails 
of the life-time distributions G(-). We show that in the Malthusian Case the rate 
of decay of generating functionals is exponential, in the sub-exponential case the 
rate is (1 — G(i)) and in the super-exponential case the rate is super-exponential. 
These decay rates transform to decay rates for large deviation probabilities tmder 
appropriate moment and regularity conditions. Finally, we consider the decay rates 
of martingales and show that this rate is superexponential. 
Having studied the rates of decay of the sample quantities from the tme values, 
we consider large deviations that arise by considering the tails of the martingale 
limit W in a multitype branching process. More precisely, we consider rates of 
decay of logP(W < x) as x —»• 0 and iogP(PP'' > a:) as x —> oo. The study 
of log P(W < x) is carried out by studying the density w olW near the origin. 
For this reason, we obtain bounds on the density near the origin and use that to 
extract the exponential decrease of P{W < x). Next we consider the decay rates for 
P(W > x) as a: —> oo for a finite multitype branching process. For this reason, we 
3 
develop mtiltitype versions of the Harris function, study its properties, and use that 
to extract the exponential rate. The results for single type processes axe available 
in [2] and [3]. These results are contained in the third paper. 
Finally, we move on to study branching processes in random environments with 
an embedded random walk. In this situation, by "large deviations" we mean "by 
how much the laxge deviations of the mean measure carry over to the sequence 
2:(n) " This study leads to questions about the non-degeneracy of the limit of a 
certain martingale sequence. This is carried out in the fifth paper while in the sixth 
paper the large deviations of are investigated. 
Each of the papers contains a list of unsolved problems. There is also a collection 
of statistical questions that are as yet unresolved and require further work. 
Explanation of the Dissertation Format. 
This thesis contains six papers that have been submitted to a scholarly joTimal 
for pubHcation. Following the last paper is a general summary followed by a list of 
references cited in the general introduction. 
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LARGE DEVIATION RESULTS FOR BRANCHING PROCESSES 
A PAPER INCLUDED IN A FESTSCHRIFT IN HONOUR OF GOPINATH KALLIANPUR, 
SPRINGER-VERLAG, NEW YORK. 
KRISHNA B. ATHREYA AND ANAND N. VIDYASHANKAR 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
1. Introduction. 
Let {^n}o° be a Galton-Watson branching process with offspring probability 
distribution {pj : j = Oil,2...}. Assume po = 0,1 < m = YliPj < 
— rn? > 0. It is known that (see Athreya h Ney [2] pp. 24) if 
P(Zo > 0) = 1 then P(Z„ oo) = 1 and rn w.p.l. Also by the central 
limit theorem for random stuns (Zn+iZ~^ — m)y/m^ converges in distribution to a 
mixture of normal distributions provided 0 < cr^ < oo. There is a law of the iterated 
logarithm as well. The problems of large deviations of Zn+iZ~^ — m have not been 
treated in the literatiire and this note fills this gap. The next section treats the one 
dimensional case. Extension to the multitype case is outlined (without proof) in 
section 3. 
2. The Main Result. 
In this section we prove the following; 
Theorem 1. Let the oilspiing distribntion {pj} satisfy po = 0 and pi ^ 0. Let 
A be a Borel set in R such that for random variables that are independent 
with distribution {pj} there exists a X in (0,1) such that 
(1) G { n , A )  =  P { X „  — m G A) = 0(A") as n —> oo 
where = n ^ ^ X,- and m = ^jpj. Then, if P{Zq = 1) = 1 
1 
OO 
(2) prP({Z„+, Z;' -m)iA)^Yi < '=° 
J=1 
OO 
where is de£ned by its generating function Q(5) = as the unique 
1 
solution of the functional equation 
/ Q(/(-s)) = P i Q { s )  for 0 < 5 < 1 
^ ^ I Q(0) = 0, 
where f{s) = 
Proof. Let /n(-s) be the probability generating function of with P{Zo = 1) = 1. 
Then it is known that (see Athreya Sz Ney [2] pp. 38) 
(4) ] i a x p ^ ^ f n { s )  =  Q ( s )  <  O O  exists for 0 < s < 1 
n 
and Q(-) is the unique solution of the functional equation (3). 
Now, by conditioning on Zo,Zi. ..Zn and using the branching property, we see 
that 
(5) P  ((Z„+,Z-' -m) e A )  = ' £ G ( j , A ) P ( Z „  = j )  
i 
Let h n { j )  =  G { j , A ) P { Z n  = j ) P i " -  By hypothesis there exists constants C  €  
( 0 ,  o o )  a n d  A  6  ( 0 , 1 )  s u c h  t h a t  G { j ,  A )  <  C X ^  f o r  a l l  j  >  1 .  
Let rM = CX^P{Zn=j)pr 
Tli0n V»v { \ 
E '•••O) = CpTV-W - CQW < ~ 
j 
Also we have, for j = 1,2, 
0 < h „ { j )  <  r „ ( j )  
6 
and 
h n { j )  G(i, A ) q j .  
(This last assertion follows from (4)). 
So by a slight generalization of the dominated convergence theorem (see Royden 
[5] pp. 92, pp. 270) applied to the coimting measure space on the positive integers 
we get from (5), 
- m )  e  A )  ^ J 2 G i j , A ) q j  < o c .  n  
i  
Corollary 1. Let {pj} satisfy /(^o) < oo for some 1 < 9o < oo and po = 0,0 < 
Pi < 1. Let A be any Borel set C — (—e, e) for some e > 0. Then (2) holds. 
Proof. 
G(n,A)<P(!X„-m| >e) 
< P { X n  > m + e) + P { X n  < m  —  e )  
< P(a^" > a"('"+^)) + P(^^" > 
n  
where 5„ = ^ ^xe arbitrary constants in (l,^o) and (0,1) respectively. 
1 
Thus, by Markov's inequality 
G { n , A )  <  (/(a)a-('"+^>)" +(/(/?)^-('"-^))". 
It can be verified that for every 0 <[ e •< 1 there exists OJQ in (l,5o) and in (0,1) 
such that 
0 < /(ao)a^^'"+'^ < 1 and 0 < < 1-
This yields (1) and so (2) follows. 
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Corollary 2. Let {pj} satisfy /(^o) < oo for some 1 < 60 < (x. Let po > 0,pi > 0 
and 1 < m = Y^jpj < 00. Let P{Zq = 1) = 1. Then for every Borel set A C 
R — (—e, e) for some e > 0 
(6) 7-"P((Z„+, - m) € AlZn > 0) E ^ 0'^ (f^) 
00 
where 7 = /'(?), g the smallest root of s = f(s) in [0,1], Q(s) = ^ the unique 
0 
solution of the equation 
f QiM) = tQC-S) 0 < 5 < 1 
lQ(0) =0 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 
P { { Z n + l Z - ' - m ) e A \ Z r ^ > 0 )  
00 
=  Y , G { j , A ) P i Z n = j \ Z n > 0 ) .  
J=1 
It is known that (see Athreya and Ney [2] pp. 40) if P(Zo = 1) = l,po > 0,1 < 
m < 00 then 7~"P(Zn = j\Zr. > 0) —> . The rest of the argument is the same 
as in Theorem 1 and CoroUary 1. 
Remark 1. The conclusion (2) is a stronger form of the usual large deviation type 
result involving rate functions for the exponential decay. Indeed if (1) holds for a 
Borel set A C then 
(7) - l o g P { { Z n + i Z ~ ^ - m )  £  A )  ^ l o g p i -
n 
In particular, if f i O o )  <  00 for some 1 < < 00 then by Corollary 1, (7) above 
holds for all Borel sets A G R — (—e, e) for some e > 0. Thus if a rate function /(•) 
were to exist that satisfies the usual conditions for being called a good rait function, 
8 
(see Deuschel &: Stroock [3]) then by considering an open interval (XQ — /I, XQ + h) 
and a closed interval [SQ — h, xq + h] in (0, oo) U (—oo, 0) we see that 
— liminf I ( x )  <  logPi 
Xo—h<x<xo-i-h 
and 
— liminf >logpx. Xo—h<x<xo+h 
Since J(-) is lower semicontinuous on R  it must follow that I { x )  = — logpi for all 
X ^ 0. On the other hand if A = (0, oo) and if ^pPj < oo (and in particular if 
f{9o) < oo for some 1 < &o < oo) then by the central limit theorem (see Athreya 
and Ney [2] pp. 55) 
P((Z„+.Z-' - m) e A) ^ i 
and hence 
- l o g F ( ( Z „ + i Z - '  - m )  e  A ) - ^ 0 .  
n 
This is also true for A = [0, oo). Thus, the rate function must satisfy 
0 < inf I ( x )  <  inf I ( x )  <  0. 
~ i>0 ~ i>0 ~ 
But infix) li^x) = — logpi and so we have a contradiction. This shov/s that there 
is no good rate fimction for the large deviation problem on hand. Nevertheless (7) 
d o e s  h o l d  f o r  a l l  A  s a t i s f y i n g  ( 1 )  a n d  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  f o r  a l l  B o r e l  s e t s  A  C .  R  —  { — e , e )  
for some e > 0. 
Remark 2. Regarding complete convergence, that is, convergence of the series P{Z, 
n 
m € -4) W6 note that if ^ oo sud A. d R —  ( — f o r  s o m e  c  ^  Q  t h . e i i  b y  
the Erdos-Hsu Robbins theorem (see [4]) 
Y , G ( j , A ) < ' X ,  
where G is as in (1). 
Thus 
P { Z n + i Z - '  - m e A )  =  J 2  E G { Z n ,  A )  =  £ ;  (  J ]  G ( Z „ ,  A ) ]  
n  n  \  n  /  
< ^ G ( j , A ) < o o  
j 
We conjecture that E G ( Z n , A )  <  o o  just with 1 < m < cx3. (See also Asmussen and 
Kurtz [1]). 
Remark 3. (Open problem) The assumption that (1) holds could be too strong for 
(2). From (5) we see that 
(8) limpr"P(^„+iZ-^ -rneA)>Y, G(i, 
j 
At the moment not much is known about {^j}. An interesting open problem is to 
investigate the growth rate of {g^} and relate that to the convergence of ^ G(j, A)qj 
j 
as well £LS improving (8) to a full convergence result. 
3. Extensions to multitype case. 
Let be a p-type {p > 1), positively reguleir, supercritical branching process 
with offspring generating functions for z = 1,2...p. Assume /^*^(0) = 0 
for all i. Let rriij = (1) where 1 = (1,1,..., 1) and a,j = (0). Let 
7 be the Perron-Frobenius root of the matrix A = ((oij)) which is assumed to 
Vvo T o"V*^ 1 *o ^•<%1 •»J V V'XJ' ^ UAJLW AAAOJLAXXACfcA V iKA VV1 bXX AXVfl. JLXlCWUZ'CkX 
eigenvectors u and v such that u'M = pu',Mu = pu,u • 1 = 1, u • v = 1. Let 
fi(s) = (f^^\s),f^^\s),...,f^P\s)) be a map of the -unit cube C = {3 : 5 = 
(51,52? • • • Sp)', 0 < 5,- < 1} onto itself and /n(-) be its nth iterate. Then the following 
results hold. 
10 
Theorem 2. There exists a map Q of the open unit cube C to such that 
^ - QM 
and Q is the unique solution of 
Q { f ( s ) )  =  j Q i s )  
Q(0) = 0 
Theorem 3. Assume f^^\6ol) < oo for some 1 < 9o < oo and for alj 1 < i < p. 
Let P(1 • Zq = 1) = 1. Then for any vector i and e > 0, lim :^P( > e) 
n ^ -L'^n -L'^n 
and lim > £ • u + e) exist and are £nite and positive. 
n ' -L'^n 
Theorem 2 which is a p-type extension of Theorem 1 (p. 40 of Athreya and Ney 
[2]) is new. The proof of Theorem 3 uses Theorem 2 as in the proof of Theorem 
1 although the arguments are more involved. The proofs of both these results will 
be given elsewhere. The problem of obtaining the conclusion of Theorem 3 without 
the exponential moment hypothesis is an interesting open problem. 
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LARGE DEVIATION RATES FOR 
BRANCHING PROCESSES - II, 
THE MULTITYPE CASE 
A PAPER SUBMITTED TO ANNALS OF APPLIED PROBABILITY 
KRISHNA B. ATHREYA AND ANAND N. VIDYASHANKAR 
Departments of Mathematics and Statistics 
Iowa State University-
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Abstract. Let {Z„: n > 0} be a p-type {p > 2) supercritical branching process 
f t ' Z  £ ' ( Z  M ) \  
with mean matrix M. It is known that for any £'m W, I -—^ 
\ 1  •  Z n  1  •  Z n  J  
( i - Z n  I RRR I Converge to 0 with probability one on the set of non-extinction 
\1-Z„ 
where is the left eigenvector of M corresponding to its maximal eigenvalue p. 
In this paper we study the large deviation aspects of this convergence. It is shown 
that the large deviation probabilities for these two sequences decay geometrically 
and under appropriate conditioning supergeometrically. 
1. Introduction. Let {Z„; n > 0} be a supercritical p-type Galton-Watson 
branch i n g  p r o c e s s  ( s e e  [ 2 ]  f o r  d e f i n i t i o n )  w i t h  o f f s p r i n g  g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n s  { s ) i  =  
1.2.... .p and mean matrix M. Let p be the maximal eigenvalue of M (necessar­
ily greater than 1) with the corresponding left and right eigenvectors and 
respectively. It is known that for any vector £ (see [2]) 
f £ - Z n + l  £ - { Z n M ) \  ,  f £ - Z n  £  '  v '  
(1) 
12 
converge to 0 with probability 1 (wpl) on the set of non-extinction and that {W„ = 
tj(i) . 
^—— : n > 0} is a nonnegative martingale sequence and hence converges to a 
non-negative random variable W wpl. 
The questions addressed in this paper concern the large deviation aspects of the 
above convergence. It is shown that, imder certain moment conditions, the rate of 
decay of the probabilities of large deviations is geometric, while conditionally on 
W > a (a > 0), the rate is supergeometric. The corresponding results for single 
type branching process are available in [1] and [3]. In [8] large deviation aspects of 
P(W < x) and P(W > x) as x -^0 and a: —)• oo respectively are studied. 
As in those papers, we reduce the problem (using the moment conditions on the 
offspring distributions) to a study of decay rates of iterates of generating functions 
y(»). 
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 contains notations, definitions, and 
assumptions; Section 3 gives statements of the results; and Section 4 contains the 
proofs. Section 5 is devoted to some open problems. For ease of exposition we 
assume p = 2 throughout the rest of the paper. 
2. Notations, Definitions, and Assumptions. 
(1) C2 = [0,1] X [0,1] is the unit square in the two dimensional Euclidean 
space. 
(2) A2 = {(^1,^2): where Z+ is the set of all non-negative 
integers. 
(3) For s e C2 and j ^ 
//I \ 1 /"I 1 \ o /'I — /"n 1N n / n  n \  
(5) Zji = is the population vector of the nth generation. 
(6) Pi(-) = P { - \ Z o  =  e i )  and E i i - )  = E ( - \ Z o  = e,-) for i  =  1,2. 
(7) PiihJz) = P{Zi = {jij2)\Zo = ei) 
(8) For 5 € C2,fi^\s) = E{s^"\Zq = e,),i = 1,2. If n = 1, we shall write 
13 
/i(s) and fiis) for fi^\s) and 
(9) For n > 0 and 5 G C2,/^"^(s) = (/i"^(5),/2"^(s)) where for n = 0,/i°^(5) = 
s, and f{s) = It is known that (see [2]) for ail n > 1, 
/W(s) = /(/'-•>(^)). 
(10) For 5 G C2,||sl| = max(5i,52) and \ \ E { - ) \ \  =  max(|£'i(-)l, |E2(-)|)-
(11) R \  =  {(11,12) : ii > 0, X 2 >  0}. 
(12) For i , j  = 1,2, Ai(3) = and a.-,- = D i j { Q ) .  
(13) M  = ( r r i i j )  where m,-j = ^^(1) for = 15 2. 
C f S j  
(14) For any matrix E, its transpose will be denoted by E*. 
Assumptions 
A1 /(0,0) =0. 
A2 M  is positively regular with maximum eigenvalue p  and the associated right 
and left eigenvectors and respectively. 
A3 p > 1. 
A4 A  is positively regular with maximum eigenvalue 7 and the associated right 
and left eigenvectors and respectively. The row simis of A are 
strictly less than 1. (It follows that 0 < 7 < 1.) 
< 00 for some 60 > 0. 
A6 |li?(l • < 00 where Tq is such that (m2i +m22)''°7 > 1 and ^ > 0. 
A7 < 1) = 0 and = 2) > 0 for i = 1,2. 
3. Statements of Results. 
It is known (see [2]) that f'^\s) —* 0 (for 5 ^ 1) £is n ^ 00. Our first theorem 
gives the rate of convergence under A4. 
Theorem 1. Under A1 and A4, there exists a map Q: C2 R% such that 
f n { s )  .  
> •  Q ( s )  a s  n  — > •  00 yyTl -w V / 
14 
and Q(-) satisfies the vector functional equation 
Q { f { s ) )  =  ' r Q i s )  
and the constraints 
Q i O )  =  0 
limQfs) = cx> 
sTi ^ ^ 
and 0 < Q{s) < oo for 0 < s < 1 
Remark 1. The assumption Al can be removed by considering /n(-s) — q  where q  
is the extinction probability vector, i.e. 5,- = Pi{Zn = 0 for some n > 1) and 
A  =  ( a i j )  w h e r e  a , j  =  D i j ( q ) .  
Theorem 2. Under Al and A4 the function Q{-) defined in Theorem 1 is the 
unique solution of the functional equation 
= 7Q(S) for S ^ 1 
satisfying 
Q(0) = 0 and lim Q'(s) = Pq ,  w h e r e  Pq = lim 7""A" 
s—*0 n—»oo 
(which exists by the Perron-Frobenius theorem). 
Remark 2. The next theorem gives a rate of decay for the generating functions 
when A = 0 and every particle produces at least two particles of its kind. 
Theorem 3. Under A7 
Hm = R . ( s )  f o r  i  =  l , 2  
71—00 2" 
exists and satisfies the vector functional equation 
R i i f ( s ) )  =  2 R i i s )  
and limjR,(s) = —00 
aiO 
Theorem 4 is the large deviation theorem for fimctionals of the process under 
exponential moment hypothesis on the offspring distribution function. 
15 
Theorem 4. Assume that Al- A5 holds. Then for i ^  0, and e > 0 
exist and are positive and Unite for i = 1,2. 
The next theorem weakens the exponential moment hypothesis to polynomial 
moment hypothesis. 
Theorem 5. Assume Al - A4 and A6 hold. Then the conclusions of Theorem 4 
are valid. 
Our next theorem considers the case when A4 does not hold. In this case the 
rate of decay of probabilities of laxge deviations is super-geometric. 
Theorem 6. Assume Al - A3, A5 and A7 hold. Then for i ^  0, and e > 0, there 
exists constants 0 < Ci(e),C2i£) < oo and 0 < Ai(£),A2(£) < 1 such that 
Pi 
i • ZnJr\ • 
< c , - A r  
and 
for i = 1,2 .  
Theorem 7 is needed in the proof of Theorem 8. 
Theorem 7. Under A5 there exists > 0 such that 
supllf^Ce^"^")!! <oo. 
n>l 
Theorem 8 asserts that the decay rate of P(|W^ — Wn\ > £) is always supergeo-
metric. 
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Theorem 8. Assume A1 - A3 and A5 hold. Then, there exist constants 0 < Cz < 
oo and 0 < A3 < oo such that for s > 0 
P{\W - Wn\ >e)< 
The next theorem shows that conditioned on W > a, a > 0, large deviation 
probabilities in Theorem 6 decay supergeometrically. 
Theorem 9. Assume A1 - A3 and A5 hold. Then there exist constants 0 < 
C4, C5, Ce, C7 < 00 and A4, A5 > 0 such that for every e > 0 and a > 0 there exists 0 < 
I{e) <00 such that 
p .  ( >  e l W  > a ) <  C 4 e - ' < ' > f "  +  
\ 1- An 1 • Zn J 
and 
for every 0 < ^ < 1. 
4. Proofs. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that for s E C2 
f { s )  =  s B  +  g ( s )  
where B = A* and ^(5) = (51 (5),52(5)) 
where gi{s) = 53 -Pi(0,i2)4^ 
Ji>2 j2>2 
Iterating the above equation we have 
(n—1) 
/ ( ">(5)=5S"+ Y, 
k=0 
n—1 
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Hence 
7-"/(")(s) = j-'sB" + ^ (1) 
ik=0 
the first term converges to sPq (by the Perron-Frobenius theorem) as n oo. 
The second term is the same as 
7-' 
Lfc=o 
We shall show that 
(2) 
fc>0 ' 
From this it will follow (by the dominated convergence theorem applied to counting 
measure space A2) (see [1] and [7]) that 
^ = .P.' + (g j p.'  Q(.), (3) 
Note that 
l l K V ^ y i l  ^  v - ' | | 5 j j  i v / x  5  t  v ^ 2 -
Using (3) it is easy to see that, to establish (2), it is enough to establish the follow­
ing: 
f n ( s )  (a) { "^ : n > 0} is a bounded sequence for s G C2 — 1. 
(b) l|/n('S)|| < for s E C2 — 1 where C is a finite positive constant and 0 < 
^ < 1, (both C & ^ depend on s). 
Lemma 1 below is a real variable lemma needed for establishing (a) and may also 
be of independent interest. Lemma 2 contains the proof of (b). 
• 
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Lemma 1. Let {cn: ra > 0} be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying 
n—1 
On < Ci + C*2 ^  •q'^ak n > 1 (5) 
fc=o 
where 0 <7] < 1 and C\ and C2 are £nite positive constants. Then 
sup a„ < 00. 
n>0 
Proof. Note that 
Oi < Ci + C2O.0 
and 0,2 < (Ci + C2ao)(l "1" C2ii). 
n—1 
Iteration yields On < {Ci •¥ C2Cio) 11(1 + W) 
i=i 
< (Ci + < 00 
using the simple bound 1 + x < e® for z > 0. 
Lemma 2. For each ||s|| < 1,5 7^ 1, there exist positive constants iV, C, and 6 
(depending on s) with iV > 1,0 < 5 < 1, such that Vn > 1 
||r+^(5)|l < for 5^1. (6) 
Proof. Since /n(s) —>• 0, given e > 0,3 No{e,s) such that 
1|/„(5)1| < £ Vn > No, for 5^1. 
Also recalling that 
2 
0 < Ojj < 1 for all 1 < z < 2, 
i=i 
19 
2 
we see by the continmty of ^ Di j ( s ) ,  3 77 > 0 and 0 < ^ < 1 such that for ||3|| < 7 7  j=i 
2 
for alii = 1,2. 
i=i 
For n > 1 
l|_^(n+iVo)(5)j| ^ |1/("+NO)(5) _ /("+^^o)(0)|| 
1<»S2 
But by the mean value theorem, 
^.(^(n+jVo-i)(^)) __^.(y(n+iVo-i)(0)) ^ fj-+^o-'\s)^{s*)^here s* e (0,/("+^°-
i=i 
j=i 
Iterating we have 
< CS" 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
Now to complete the proof of (a) (and hence Theorem 1) observe that by (1), (4), 
lemma 2 and Perron-Probenius Theorem, a„ = ||/^"^('S)/7"11 satisfies the hypothesis 
of lemma 1 for an appropriate choice of Ci, C2 and 77. Finally, the facts that Q is 
non-trivial ajid satisfies the functional equation follow from (3). 
• 
Remark 3. Even for the single type case one can construct a proof based on the 
fl(f(")(5)) 
above method. However in this case, finiteness of ^ (see (2)) where 
n>l T 
20 
7 = /'(O) can be seen by an application of ratio test. The advantage of the above 
method is that it gives an explicit formiila for the Umit Q(-)-
Remark 4. Using Theorem 1 one can show that there does not exist a large deviation 
principle (see [5]) for the convergence of averages in a mtdtitype branching process. 
The details axe similar to the single type case (see [3]). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let and be any two solutions to 
Q { f { s ) )  =  ^ Q i s ) M < l ,  s ^ l  
and 
Q(i)(0) = 0 = Q(2)(0) and lim Q '^^\s) = P q  = lim 
S—*0 3—>0 
Consider 
iie<"w - Q®(^)ii = T-'iie'"(/w) - Q'"(fM)ii 
< 7"" [llO'"(/'">(«)) - Q'"(0) - f'''Hs)P„ll 
+IIQl'>(f'">(s)) - Ql^>(0) -
!|Q(i)(/(»)(s)) - eW(0) - /l»>(^)-Poil 
= 7-"ll/>"'WII 
ll/'-'WII 
110® (/'"'W) - 0® (0) -/'''>WPol 
Letting n —»• oo, we see that for ||5|| < 1,5 ^ 1, the first and the second term 
converge to 0 while 7~"ll/^"Hs)ll —»• llQ(s)H < oo thus completing the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
• 
Proof of Theorem S. We shall only show that 
log/{"^(5) 
2" 
R x { s ) .  
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It is easy to see that 
fi^\si,S2) = sfp[l + ^ ia(s2) + ^ 26(-Si5-S2)] (7) 
where 
H»)=EE^-rv, 
j>l ^ t>2 ji>0 ^ 
ai = X^-Pi(2,i) a2 = 
j>l i>2 j>0 
S i  = — ^2 = —, P = Pi (2 ,0 )  
P P 
Note that a(-) and 6(-, •) are probabiKty generating functions. 
Thus 
J)V[1 + «ia(/i"'(3i,^2)) + «26(/<"'(^i,«))1 (8) 
Define 
J_ 
Then 
h^"+'\s,,S2) = /l(">(5a,52)(i:„(5i,S2))2"+^ (9) 
where 
L„(Si,S2)=P 1 + ^ia(/2"^('Sl;'S2)) + • 
Iterating (6) we have 
/l("+^^(5i,52) =5l 
J=1 
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ajnd hence 
/1"^(5I,52) =3f I JJ(i:j(5i,52)) 2-(i+i) 
Now, 
l og / i " ^ (5 i5 'S2 )  ,  ,  ^  ^  fT  r  w  
— = log5i + 2^ ^ log(2:j(3i,52)) 
J=1 
converges (uniformly in (51,52) 6 C2) 
(since |logLj(si,52)| = |logpl + log(l + 5ia(/{^^(5i,52)) + ^ 2&(/^-'^(3i,52)))) 
< I logpl + log(l + + ^2) < 00 
We denote the limit i?i(si,s2)-
Similar calculations for gives 
Urn 
n—•00 2 
That R satisfies the functional equation follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 4- Consider for fixed £ > 0 
• 
Pk 
,£-Z„+i i - iZnM) .  
> £ 
1-Zn  1 -Z„  
• ^n+1 - i • {Z„M)\ > £(1 • j))Pk{Zn = j) 
Note that 
1  J r  
«-Z„+.  =  24  
Jt=l \r=l m=l 
23 
( k )  
where Xn,rn,r is the n\miber of type k offspring coming from the mth parent 
of type r in the nth generation. Note that for fixed k,r and n, {X^m,r'- rn = 
1,2...} are i.i.d. and for j G Ai 
^ . O'M) = X<) 
*:=1 \r=l \m=l / / 
where Xn^m.r = X^m,r — TUrk and E (x^m,r^ = 0 for all n. Thus 
,e-Zn+i 
1  •  l - Z n  
> e\Zn = J = P \Y , ^kYn ,k \><l - j )  
I  k=l  
where Yn,k = 
r=l m=l 
Now, by Markov's inequality, for 6 > 0, 
< E I \  
= «J.£) 
= n ®  
r=i V 
2 
( o f t  x i % \  I e t = l m=l I 
r=l 
0 
where Mr{9) = E \ e 
•£ jAenMr(.6)-ee) 
er=i 
Since Mr{0) is the mgf of a mean 0 random variable, there is an appropriate 
choice of 0 > 0 such that 
2 
e-
^  jr (.enMr(0)-ce) „ 
< e ^ * where C-: 
24 
is a positive constant and hence 
P{J2^kYn,k > eil-j)) < for some 0 < 5* < 1. 
Using similar calculations for ' i)) 
^ for some 0 < 5* < 1 
Now ——. The left hand side converges to 
(t>{j, e)qj and the right hand side converges to { s*y ' ^q j  as n —> oo and ^ < 
jS-^2 
DO (by Theorem 1). 
The first assertion of Theorem 4 now follows by an application of a generalized 
version of LDCT to the counting measure space A2-
For the second part, let ko  be fixed (to be chosen later). For n  >  ko ,  
' \ } l - Z n  1 - v W ^  J  
1. ud)' ^ - j )  
f i - Z n  Consider the event ( -—^ 1 > e conditioned on Zn-kn  = j -  By branch-
V I - Z n  
I — 
--^  
ing property 
(10) 
n 32 
r=l r=l 
where for fixed i, i.i.d., {Z^^ axe A2 valued random variables distributed as 
25 
the population at time ko initiated by a particle of type i at time 0. Now, 
i -Zr ,  
> 1 - Z n  V l - u ( l )  + £ 
• Z„ - £ • +£Vl. _ 1. (jM'")) 
+ + e) (1 • (JM'*)) - e  •  ( jM ' " )  
V  V i - f " '  7 7 '  ( u ( " >  V i - ! - " '  7  ( U ( ' ) - J V »  
From Frobenius theorem (see [2] lemma 1, page 194) it is known that if F = 
{z = {x\,x2)\xi > 0,x • = 1} then 
lim supxM"p " = 
n—oo 
Consequently, there is ^:o < oo such that 
sup||xM'^°/j — ull(2||^|i + e) < e/2. 
xGF 
e -Zr ,  £ •  
1-Z„ 1 • 
- + e 
and hence 
Then ( £ - + e 1 • V-7-5—.. . > -
^ e - z „  , e - v M  , \ 
V l - Z „  l , ; ( » ' ' " 7  
< e 
-e 
• j ) £  
o jl log A/j, 1 (d)+i2 log M J^2{0) 
z e *0 *0 
. ( ^  i -  v ' ; ;  , (Zt,-eiM'"\\ 
where Mj.i (0) = Ei 1 • u(^) 
/ 
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Since 
Ei (1. {Zk, - eiM''°)) = 0, 
log Mf-i (9) 
lim ^ = 0 for i = 1,2. 
«io e 
Thus for any £ > 0, there exists 0o > 0 such that 
• 7c (7#(^) . 
«»—2^ -ii losAfnj(«o) -i2logM»g(«) > • 
This yields the estimate that 
for some 0 < 5** < 1. 
Now, using similar calculations for the other side 
and arguments similar to those in part (i) lead to the desired conclusion. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 5. 
Using central limit theorem and the decomposition as sums of independent ran­
dom variables (as in the proof of theorem 4) one can see that 
gLr,e) 
1 - Z „  1 - ( Z „ M ) '  V ~ ( 1 - J T  
where C(r, e) is a constant depending only on r and e. 
Thus 
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For any positive random variable X (see [1] for more details) and 0 < r < oo 
OO 
r(r)E(X-^) = 1 j (13) 
0 
where 
OO 
r(r) = J  e~^x^~^dx  
0 
Applying to i?(l • Zn)~^, we have 
OO 
T{r )E i { l -Zr^ r^  =  J  
0 
and hence 
• Z„)-^ + 4°'E;(1 • Z„)-0 7"'°' A„.r(r)W < c j  
^(0 )  .  f ( . n ) ( s )  
But since f { s )  >  As  for 5 in C2, • f { s )  >  71;^°^ • 5 implying —— i 
increasing in n. Now by the monotone convergence theorem 
s 
7" 
00 
lim An = f • Q(e~', e~')i'"~^( 
n—00 J 
0 
. I'—1 
where K(x )  =  
dt 
0 
1 
= J  •  Q{x , x )K{x )da  
llog^l 
X  
1 
we need to show that f  •  Q (x , x )K(x )dx  <  00. We start with the following 
0 
claim. 
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Claim. There is an x q  in (0,1) such that /i(x, x) — /2(a;, x) is of the same sign for 
all Xq < X < 1. 
Proof. If mil + '^12 > "Z21 + 77122 then 
lim _|_ ^ Q_ 
I—1 1 — ® 
Thus there exists x^  such that for all x > x,, f i ( x , x )  <  f2{x , x ) .  If mn + mi2 = 
77121 + "^22 argue using a higher moment. Let 
h{x )  =  max  f i ( x , x )  for x  in (XQ: 1)-
We shall only show that 
1 
J Qi{x , x )K{x )dx  < GO. (14) 
XO 
From the functional equation and the above claim it follows that 7Qi(x,x) = 
Qi(f(x,x)) < Qi(h(x), k(x)). Let g(x) = k~^(x), then its fcth iterate gk{x) increcises 
to 1 and let tk = gk-i(x*), k>l (x*to be chosen later). 
Then 
1 / r 
J ^ JXAUY \ J J j 
XQ \^0 *0 / 
1 'fc+i 
But f Qi(x , x )K{x )dx  =  E / Qi{x , x )K{x )dx  
i ti 
tk+l tk+l 
Let jffc = J Qi{x , x )K{x )dx  <— J Qi{h{x ) ,h {xy )x{x )dx  
-  [  n ( .  .K{h - \ x ) )K{x )dx  
tk tk 
tk+l 
7/i(/i-i(x))iiC(x) 
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Hence there exists xo such that for XQ < x < 1 
K ( h - \ x ) )  
j h ^ { h - \ x ) ) K ( x )  
Now choosing X* = ZQ we have 
tk 
< (/5 + e) < 1. (15) 
+ J Q i { x , x ) K { x ) d 2  
<fc-l 
•Tit < (/5 + €)Ik-i 
<{0 + e)''Io 
Thus 
<fc+i 
^ J Q i { x , x ) K { x ) d x  <  
k>i tk (/? + £)) 
< oo 
completing the proof of (14). The proof of the first part of the main theorem is 
completed by using the same arguments as in Theorem 4. The proof of the second 
part is similar. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 6. 
Since E < oo, given t > 0 there exists constants Ci(e), 5c,C2(£),5e 
such that 
i - i Z n M ) .  
Pi l -Zr ,  1 • Zn > £ 
< Ci (e )  ^  si 'P . , (Z„=3)  
i€A2  
and 
= C,(e)/!»'(s,l) 
. £ •  Z n  i  •  V  
' 1 • z„ ~ I > £ 
< • 1) 
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The result follows from Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let Note that <f>n,i{0) is monotone in 6. 
Let {0„: n > 1} be such that 
E = E = k < oo. 
We start the proof with the following lemmas. 
• 
Lemma 3. {u„: n > 1} is a monotone decreasing sequence. 
Proof. For n > 1 
k = E = E |:F„)) 
where the last inequality follows from conditional Jensen's inequality (see [6]). Thus 
^ lor au n > 1 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
From the claim it follows that lim dn  =  OX exists. Thus it is enough to show 
n—•oo 
that ^0 > 0. 
The estimate (16) needed in the proof of our main theorem is the content of our 
next lemma. 
• 
Lemma 4. Let 
§^(0) = Er 
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Then 
^r(0)<l + Ce^ for r = 1,2 (16) 
Proof. Let X =  •  Z i  — p .  Then Er{X)  = 0 and 
, 5 ' r ( 0 ) - l ,  . E r { e ^ ^ - x - l )  
02 
< \Er 21) I + IEr le'x'i > 1) 
<  C i E X ^  +  C 2  =  C  < 0 0  where Ci = sup ^ |«|<i « 
and C2 =  E  ^e®o/2u( )-Zi ^ ^ (1) . • Zi + 
We now return to the proof of the main theorem. 
Consider 
Note that 
where 
2 
w,+. - w„ = p-(»+'> •£ £(«<•) • - u<^^p) 
r=l j=l 
t ;:(2) -v 
\^n,j,ri  ^ n,j,r) 
is the ntmiber of offspring of a jth type r  parent in the rath generation. 
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Thus 
E 1 :r„) 
= ^  I ^  - "r'V) 
=n(M^)f 
< eCW„(||iog'i'.(<?„+i/p"+i)i|e„+i/(e„+i/p''+i)_ 
Hence 
^ ( g ^ n  +  l l V n + l )  <  E I 0„+i/p"+i 
which implies that 
On 
^n+1 > (•, , C|[log'^'.(gn+i//?"+^)ii\ 
^ 0n+l/^"+^ ) 
Iterating the above we have 
Letting n —> oo we have 
where the positivity of the last term follows from lemma 4. 
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Remark 5. Similax resxdts for single type branching processes were used by Biggins 
and Shanhhag (see [4]) for studying infinite divisibility problems in single type 
branching processes. 
Proof of Theorem 8. 
Consider 
= lim 
fc-oo  ^^  V P 
r=l j=l 
1 2 ^4'^ , 
=  7 E E K ' - 4 - ' )  
* ^ 2 ^ r=i j=i 
Note that for fixed r, j =1,2..., axe i.i.d. and if ri r2, and 
axe independent. Consider 
(2 kr EEyr'>^ r=l j=l 
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where vj''^ = wj''^ - k = ( k i , k2 ) .  Then Pi (W - W„ > e )  = Ei^ (Z„ ,  p^e ) .  
Consider $(fc,£) = P 
T 2 fcr 
VuWTfc r=l j=l •  k  
^ ^ p yC"") 
< E I e Vu(^) • k '•=1^=1 ' I g-e£/Vu(i).fc 
= N ® '  
r=l 
( 
( 0 o kr , 
—. V y.' 
>\/uOTTfci=i •* 
( 
n 
r=l 
V ^ 
6u^r^  \  
^  eV 'u ( ^ )  •  k  
•  k  
9e 
V •  k 
/ / 
Note that 
« « V V 
e 
eu9^ 
-c  •  k  
( 9v!^^ \ 
V u W T f c  _  2  
1 + \ / 
I I /  y  
and observe that 
sup 
o<e<02 {o"^ I u^r^k^ 
is bounded above by 
\<Sr ( ^ 1  ^ -0ui^^/VuW-k _ 3^1 
(1) xVuWT^y 
"'• ( 0 2  /  ( I )  U \  =Cr<OC 
o <$<02 [6^ /u^^>-k )  
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kr 
wheTe 62 = min(9o,l). Thus ^ ^ c < e^*" 
V  V v u ^ ^ )  •  kj ) 
—eQ 
and hence ^. 
Thus Pi{W -Wn>e)  =  E^mZn ,  p^e ) )  <  CEi  
= CEi . 
00 
Now El =-^1 J e-^»"Pi 
0 
00 
= 11 J e-^^"Pi 
00 00 -e-yl 
< 7 i C i  /  e - ^ ' - " e - ® / " ' d u  =  C i  /  e - ' e  
~ y J 
0 0 
Thus 
Pl iW -Wn>s)<2C 
Similar arguments hold for Pi(W„ — W > e) .  
Proof of Theorem 9. 
Note that P (\—r—-^^— — > £ | PT > is the same as 
\ 1 • Zn I • Zn J 
Z £ ^ _ M Z ^  X  I 
V  1 - Z »  l - Z n  '  '  -  )  P ( W > a y  
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The above is the same as 
Pa 
1^ • Zn+\ 
1 - Zn 
+p {1^ • Zn+l 
I '  1 - ^ n  1 - Z ,  
> a,Wn < aj2iW > a 
n 
where 0 < 72 < 1, and pa — P(W > a) .  
The second term inside the parenthesis is bounded above by 
P ( W - W n >  a ( l  -  72)) < (by Theorem 6) 
As for the first term, note that it is bounded above by (by using 
Chemoff type boimds). Combining the estimates we have that 
-P f 
\  1  '  J  
The second part is similar. 
• 
5. Open Questions. 
There are several unresolved questions that arise from our work. We list a few 
of them: 
1) We showed that if A  is indecomposable and positively regular then the 
Perron's root of A determines the growth rate of /n(-)- What would be the 
decay rate of /n(*) if A were decomposable? 
2) V/e showed that if .A is a zero matrix and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3 then /«(•) grows like 2"il(-). Suppose that Pi(2,0)Pi(0,2), P2(2,0) and P2(0,2) 
are positive; then set 
/PI(2,0) PI(0,2) 
' ' - V P 2 ( 2 , 0 )  P 2 ( 0 , 2 )  
37 
and one can write 
fM = Cs^+g{s) 
Note that iterates of /(•) are non-lineax in nature. One would like to con­
jecture that in this case the growth rate of should be determined by 
a parameter which relates Perron's root of C and the mimimum family size 
of 2. Is such a conjecture true, if so what is that parameter? 
3) Is it possible to prove Theorem 4 without any conditions other than the 
finiteness of the mean matrix? A possible approach to this problem is to 
approximate the offspring distribution function by distributions with finite 
support. 
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Abstract. 
This paper is concerned with the tail behavior of the random variable W that 
comes up in a multi-tjrpe branching process. In particular, we focus on two specific 
questions: First, we consider the rate of decay ofP(W<a:)asa: approaches 0. We 
do this by studying the density w oiW near origin. Second, we investigate the rate 
of decay of P(W > x) zs x approaches oo when the branching process has finite 
support. For this reason we develop multi-type versions of Karris functions and use 
that to extract the exponential rate of decrease. 
1. Introduction. 
Let Zn = (Z^\Zn^) denote a multi-type branching process with finite mean 
matrix M. Asstime that M is irreducible and positively regular with maximal 
cigcnvslus p. LiSt v. (1) 2zici dsnots tli0 rigiit stud Isft Gigsnvsctiors 3ss0ci2,ts(i 
with p. We shall fiirther assume that p > 1. 
It is known that W„ = is a martingale sequence and hence converges with 
probability 1 to a non-negative random variable W. Suppose we assume that the 
extinction probability vector g = 0. Then it follows that P(W < x) converges to 0 
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as X decreases to 0. One also knows that P{W >  x )  converges to 0 as x —>• oo. The 
aim of this paper is to study the rates of convergence to zero. 
The approach for studying these two questions is based on the recent work of 
Biggins and Bingham (see [4]). However, the tools required for using this approach 
have only recently been developed in Athreya and Vidyashankar (see [1]). For 
studying the decay rates for the right tail we assimie that the branching process has 
finite support. 
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 considers the decay rates for the 
right tail while in section 3 we consider the decay rates for the left tail. 
2. Decay rates for the right tail of W. 
Set C2 = [0,1] X [0,1]. Let /: C2 —> C2 be defined by 
f iSi ,S2)  =  ( / i , (5IS2) , /2(5I , -S2))  
where, for each k, 
f k i s i , s2 )  =  ^ ' ^Pk i i , j ) s \ s ^2  
i>0 j>0 
Pfc(-,-) is a probability distribution on the two dimensional integer lattice. Set 
ei = (1,0) and 62 = (0,1). 
Our first theorem is a generalization of a restilt of T. E. Harris (see [7]) to two-type 
branching processes. 
Theorem i. Assume that f(0,0) = 0, bold P,(ej) = 0 for i,j = 1,2 and > 
0 and P2(i,j) > 0 bold for i = 1,... ,di(< 00), j = 1,2,..., d2{< 00). Let 
d2 
2 Pk( i , j )  = 1 for fe = 1,2. Let 77 > 1 be sucb that j=i i=i 
P'' =9-
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where g = di + d2- Then for x > 0, logEie^^ = x^Hi(x) + Ho,i{x )  f o r i  =  
1,2 where Hi{x) has the following properties: 
(i) H i ( x )  is positive, convex ,if,-(0+) = 0, + oo as x —>• oo 
(ii) Hi( - )  i s  r ea l  ana ly t i c  on  (0, oo) 
(iii) H i { - )  is multiplicatively periodic with period p  
(iv) Hi( - )  i s  s t r i c t l y  convex  on  (0, oo). 
(v) Ho, i ( x )  = O as a: —>• oo. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem only for i = 1. Let 5 € [l,oo) x [l,oo). Then 
AW = E  E 
jfl=l 32=1 
_ , d2)Si 52 2^  ^ Pi (di, ^ 2 ) ^  ^ 
Define 
j l  ( s )  - - y  ^  ,  d2  -  j2)  - j ,  
^  P2{dx  —j i , d2  -  j2)  .-ii .-J2 
and i22(.) = X. 2^ -2 • 
J1=1J2=1 ^ ^ 
Thus 
/i(5) =Pis^Ri{.s) and f2{s) = p2s'^R2{s) where pi = Pi(di,d2) and p2 = P2{di,d2) 
Note that 
(/(•s))'^ = where p = (pi,p2), 
R{s) = (Ri{s), R2(s)) and d= (di,d2). 
Iterating, we have for n > 2, 
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Taking logs and dividing by gr", we get 
d i9  
^iogA(/<"'(3)) = ^  [log,;. +iogp|= + -^logSi^ + ^log52'' 
cti cti 
ifc=l 
log Pi 
dig"^ + (Vff) 
k=l di 
+ logSl + ^log52 + *'logi2i(/(*' ^^(5)) 
fc=l 
+ rE9"'logi22(/"-"W)-
fc=l 
Letting n 00, the right hand side converges to 
+ l o g 5 l  + ^ 5  ' ' ^OgRi i f ^ ' '  ^^(5)) +A(5I,52) 
d2 
where ^(51,52) = -r-d-
Let U{s )  =  U\{ s )  + 172(5) where 
!^ + log32+ E5-'l0g-R2(/"-'>(«)) 
9 — ^ fc>i 
^logi2i(/^-^ '^(5)) and 
d2 
k>l  
U2is )  =  d^ + log 52 + ^5 *'logi22(/'' fc>l 
Forx > 0, we then have C/'(^'(z)) = t/'i(^(i))+t/2(^(a:)) where '^'(x) = (^'i(x),'S'2(x)). 
Define for k  =  l ,2 ,Tk iU{^{x ) ) )  =  Uk i ' ^ {x ) ) ,  and set Li(x) = Ti{U{<Six ) ) ) .  We 
sha l l  show tha t  L\{px )  =  gL \ {x ) .  
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Towards this, note that 
n—foo 
= 5C^(^(a:)) = ffUi(^(x)) + ffV2mx)). 
The above calciilations imply that 
(1) £^(xp) = TiiUC^px))) = Ti([/(f(^(x)))) = gL,{x) .  
Define Hi{x)  = x~^L\{x) .  Prom (1) and the definition of 77 it follows that Hi is 
mul t ip l ica t ively  per iodic  wi th  per iod p .  
Let 
|ffo,.(x)| = |!2s|^-fri(x)| 
A,.- - N 
= \x ^ log '^ i{x)—x "  ^ '  " •— 
V^- i  ) 
+ E S-'logiS,(/"-"(®(x)))). 
f c > l  
Whence 
i-S'o.iC®)! ^ I—>00 (since ^sr~'^logi?i(/^'^~^^(^(x))) is bounded 
fc>i 
as X —i- 00). Thus 
= Hi(x)  + Ho, i (x)  for X > 0. 
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As for properties of it is enough to establish (i), (ii), and (iv) for Li{x) .  
Positivity and convexity of ij are obvious. Consider 
sr" ~ sp" - ^ "  
as n —> oo, giving (i). Similarly 
(^"+1-5") L^{8)  
pn 8{p- l )  
—> CO 85 n —»• oo. 
We now turn our attention to real analyticity. Note that 
ii(z) = ^^^J- + log'$'i(2:) + ^£r~'=logi2i(/''"^^(z)). Q — i 
^ fc>l 
We need to show that 
{ z :  L i { z )  is analytic } D (0,oo). 
We'll show that 
{ z :  U ( ' ^ ( z ) )  is analytic } D (0, oo). 
Define 
B  =  n  e  c ;  I '  A14"""w I '}  
n>l 
where 8 G (1,^)-
Claim. B D (1, oo). 
Proof. First observe that for all j/i G (1, oo) and y2 G (1, oo) 
f i iy i ,y2)  > {yi  Ay2)^  > i  
and /2(yi, ya) > (vi A ^2)® > 1 
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Thus 
concluding the proof of the claim. 
Also note that converges imiformly on as |2| oo to  U(z) .  
Since '$'(2) is analytic in z and ^i(a;) G (1,00) for z > 0, it follows that ?7, and hence 
Li, is real analytic on (1,00). The final part follows from the fact that an analytic 
function which is linear somewhere, is linear everywhere. 
OTIT next theorem is a Icirge deviation theorem for P,(W>a:) asx—>00. 
Theorem 2. Assume A1 - A3, and A8 hold. Then as x ^ 00 
- log F i (W >x)  = + O 
where T] is as in Theorem 1 and 
Hf-{x)  EE sup {9x -
e 
is real analytic on [0,00), strictly convex, strictly increasing, and is mvdtiplicatively 
periodic with period . 
Proof. 
From Theorem 1, 
^ ^ 
n—00 p^n 
Hence using Corollary 1 of [4], we have 
n—00 rt"'/ ^ 
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where G * ( x )  = sup [ 9 x  —  (?f(0)]. Further, by the differentiability and convexity of 
9  
G i ( - ) ,  there exists functions T,(-) such that 
X 
G,(x) = J T i { t ) d t  
0 
Note that r,(-) is real analytic and strictly increasing. Let be the inverse of T i { - ) .  
Then Ti(-) is real analytic and strictly increasing. From Young's inequality, (see [6]) 
the Fenchel dual is given by 
X 
G?(i)  = I  T-\ t )d t .  
0 
Hence G * { x )  is real analytic, strictly convex and strictly increasing on (0, oo). 
Finally, if H^{x) = x~^^^~^G*{x) then it is easy to see that 
(i) Hf" is real analytic, strictly convex, Hf(x) > 0 for a: > 0 
(ii) Hf" is multiplicatively periodic with period . 
To conclude the proof, let 
^ _ logPi jW > 
pnri^Tt/Tt-l 
then —»• G * { x )  a s  n  ^  o o .  
By monotonicity of H'^ i{x) and the continuity of the limit, the above convergence 
is uniform over compact subintervals, in particular over [1, p^~^\ = I. This implies 
that 
sup|ir/"(x)-Fji(x)l ->-0 as n —> oo. 
x6/ 
As Hf is multiplicatively periodic with period 
sup \ H t { x )  +  l o g P i { W  >  x ) x - ^ l ' ' - ^ \  = sup \ H t { x )  -  H l i { x ) \  
igpn(l-l)/ XS/ 
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so that 
sup |J9'^(x) + x MogP,(W>x)| 
= sup sup \Hf '{x)  -  -> 0 as u —> oo. 
n > N  x e f  
• 
3. Decay rates for the left tail of W. 
In this section we do not assume the branching process to have finite support. 
We shall now consider the large deviation of Pi{W < x) as x —> 0 in the Schroder 
case. First recall the following theorem from [1]. 
Theorem 3. Assume that the matrix A = positively regu-[P2(l,0) P2( 0 , 1 ) J  ®  
Jar and irreducible. Let 7 be the Perron's root of A. Assume further that /(0,0) = 0. 
Then there exists a map Q: C2 — 1 —> R\ such that 
^ - < 3 W  
and Q satisfies the functional equation 
Q(m) =jQis)  
Q(0)  = 0 
and limQ(5) = 00 
aTl 
Our next theorem gives bounds on the density of W near the origin. These 
results generalize the results of Dubuc (see [5]y to multitype branching processes. 
Theorem 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, there exist finite positive con­
s tants  Ci  and C2 such that ,  for  0  <t  < 1,  and k  = 1,2  
0 < < W k i t )  <  C2t"-^ 
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where a = and 7 is as in Theorem 3. logp ' 
Proof. The lower boimd is obvious and rather arbitrary. First let and be 
the left and right eigenvectors of A associated with 7. Then 
/Co (Pi( l ,  0) + P2(l, 0)) + Kl (Pl(0, 1) + P2(0, 1)) = 7 
where KQ = and KI = Using the fact that 
f {^[x))  = ^(pa:), it is easy to see that 
Wk{t)  = P^ Pk{i , j )wi , j ( tp)  for k  = 1,2  
i , j  
where Wij(t) is the convolution of densities of (i+j) independent random variables, 
with i of them identically distributed as and j of them identically distributed 
as Thus 
wii t )  > p{Pi{ l ,Q)wi{ tp)  +  Pi(Q,l )w2{ip)}  
> p{{Pi{ l ,0)  A Pi(0 , l ) ){wi( tp)  + W2{tp))}  
> pCo(KoWl(tp) + KiW2(tp)) 
where Co = Pi(l,0) A Pi(0,1) A (ko Aki)~^. Let Ci = inf{^^^: - < t < 1} and 
^ . ,rW2{t) 1 
Since Wiif) is continuous and positive on the positive reals C\ and C2 > 0. Let 
n be such that 
- < /!>"i < 1. 
P 
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Note that 
+ KiW2{t)  
>  p[KoiPi i l ,0)wi{pt)  +  Pi{0, l )w2{pt) )  
+«l(P2(l, 0)wi{pt)  +  P2(0, l )w2{pt) )]  
= P [ { koPi(1,0) + KiP2{l,0))wi{pt) + («:o-Pi(0,1) + /CiP2(0, l)V2(/'i)] 
= p [yKowiipt )  +  •yKiW2{pt)]  
=  {pi)  + KiW2{pt)]  
Iterating the above inequality, we have 
KoWi{t )  +  KiW2{t)  >  (p7)"(K;o,u; i ( /9" t )  +  KiW2ip"t ) )  
A similar estimate prevails for W2{t) from which the lower bound follows. For the 
upper bound, we staxt with the following proposition which may be of independent 
interest. 
Proposition 1. Let k < a < k + 1. Then for every integer j E [0, fc], the jth 
derivative of Wp exists on (0, oo) and 
= (KOCI + kiC2)<°'-' 
Using this estimate, we get 
w i{ t )  > PCO { k qC I  + K \C2){pt)°  ^ 
=/9°'CO(KOCI + 
N 
for i > 0 and p = 1,2. 
-N 
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Proof. We shall prove the proposition only for the case p = 1. Let 
K= {^i(—ix);  1  <  X <  p} .  
Then K is a compact subset of the unit ball in C, and hence from Theorem 3 there 
exists a constant AQ such that 
I /'"'(^) I < ^ 07" 
and 
I Dk{n , z )  • 1 I < AOT" 
where Dkin,  z )  is a matrix of partial derivatives of Also using the inequality 
(for a continuous function h on [a, b] and jyl ^ 0) 
(2) + 
a 
where 
H  = sup{|/i(i)l: a  < t  < b }  
and Wh{S) = sup{l/i(ti) — h{t2)\: a < ti < t2 < b,t2 — ti < 
we have the estimate 
ix) — ^it(—zy)i < — for 1 < x < y < p,/? g (0,1), and k  = 1,2 .  
For t > 0 
p 
I J< irip-tr'p^Ar + 
where h{u)  = Now, Wh same as 
sup{\{ iu iy f[ '^ \^ i{ iu i ) )  -  {iu2yf[" \ '^ i{ iu2)) \ :  I<U1<U2<P,  U2 -  Ui < 
p t 
< jp^~^ A'y"TT[p"t)~^  + A'y^ A^{'Kp~^t~^Y 
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where the last inequality foUows from the mean value theorem. Combining with 
the previous estimate, there exists a constant Bjs such that 
p 
1 
Choosing jS sufficiently close to 1 so that < 1, we have 
E I 1 (»)'®.(-ix)e"Vx| < 
n>0 
Hence 
N 
Wi(t , j )  = ^ im ^ J ( ixy  ^ i {—ix)e"*dx 
-N 
exists and equals 
1 p"+^ 
^ j{ ixy '<Sf i i - ix)e" 'dx  + ^ :^ J [{ ixy<!! i i - ix)e" '+ {- ixy<Si{ ix)e- ' ' ' ' ]  dx  
—1 "^0 p" 
Also for j  6 {1,..., A;} and Q ^ (a, b)  it is easy to see that 
6 
(i) J w(t j )d t  =  w{bj  - 1) - w(a, j  -  1) 
a 
and (ii) if / is any continuous fimction with compact support in R — {0}, then 
oo oo j f ( t )wi{ t ,0)dt  =  J f ( t )dv{ t )  
— OO —OO 
where v( t )  =  P(W < t) .  Combining the last two statements completes the proof of 
Proposition 1. • 
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Proposition 2. For 0 < j < k  
= 0(<" ^ •') as t —>• 0"'" 
Proof. From Proposition 1, 
= lim — / ix) sinxidx. 
iV—>00 TT J 
-N 
Now, 
1 
I J( ixY '^ i^—ix)  sinxtcZx] <t< for 0 < t < 1, which 
N 
- 1  
r." + l 
implies that 1 J ( i sy  ix)  s inxtdx\  < Ap^^  -i-j 
1 p" 
' "^1  
By using (2) and choosing 13 sufficiently close to 1, we have 
„T1 + 1 
1 J (ix)'''®'i(—ix) sinxfc?x| 
( 
1 p' 
n:  p"> — 
-t 
\ 
< vApH -1 E (p^fy 
V'- ""^7 / 
+ s 
TT 
n: p"> — 
-t 
for some constant completing the proof of Proposition 2. 
Finally the proof of Theorem 3 follows by taking j = 0 in Proposition 2. 
Theorem 5 is a refinement of Theorem 4 and is in the spirit of Theorem 2. 
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Theorem 5. There exist continuous, positive, multiplicatively periodic functions 
Vk with period p such that as x X 0 
= Vlfc(a;) + 0(1) fork  = 1,2 .  
Proof. The proof essentially follows Biggins and Bingham with obvious modifica­
tions for the multitype case. We present the proof only to make the paper self 
contained. 
Prom Theorem 4, it follows that there exists constants Ci and C2 such that 
Ci < l imz^~"(u • w{x))  < l imx^~°(u  • w{x))  < C2 
where w(x) = (wi(x),w2(x)). Let vi'Vx) = ( — | [ -f- ] which is bounded 
Vp" /  VP" /  
as n —»• 00. We shall show that Vn{x) converges where V„(a:) = 
Note that 
+p»(o,i)u., 1 fx 
p \ x ) for fc = 1,2. Hence — < ^ J same as 
l-a 
«oPi(l,0) (^) [v»'(x) +vww] 
1-a Kl / \ ° (2) . ^ , 1 
and — I I same as 
/ciP2(i,o) + yi2)(^)j + /ci 
Let 
An{ x )  =  K o V ^ ^ \ x )  +  K i V ^ ^ \ x ) .  
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Then, after some simple calciilations, we have 
P~°' A„+i(x) = 7 A„(x)+^ (KoPi(i, + /CiP2(i, j)) 
and hence 
7 (A„+i(z) - A„(x)) = ^(KO-PI(^J) + «i-P2(«, J))«'''•' (a:/p") 
Thus An is a bounded increasing sequence and hence it converges. Let the limit 
be A(x). Clearly A(-) is multiplicatively periodic. We shall show that A{-) is 
continuous and that the convergence is uniform in x. 
Let C  >  C 2  and zq < ^ be so small that W k ( x )  < Cx°'~^ < < 1 for x < xq. 
Then by induction 
w^'^{x) < C^+jfor X < xo 
Hence, 
A„+,(x) - A„(l) < - ^ (Ko,Pl{i, j) + «lPb(>,i))C'+' f — 1 f — j 
<<- \ D r: I - z> (: 4\\f/^ „Q\(i+j)—'l 
—  J  J - R  R ^ . 1  J .  J  ) A ^ X  /  
'"J 
which converges to 0 geometrically. Hence An converges uniformly to A for x < xq. 
many 
sup lA(x) — x^~"(Kotj;i(x) + Kiu;2(a;))l = sup lA(x) — A„(x)| -> 0 
r<zo(5~" x<xo 
completing the proof of the theorem. • 
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LARGE DEVIATION RATES FOR BRANCHING 
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Abstract. In this paper we study the large deviation problem associated with 
the convergence of empirical age distribution to the stable age distribution. Three 
situations based on the tails of G arise. We show that under (i) the Malthusian 
Case the rate is exponential (ii) the sub-exponential case the rate is 1 — G(-) and 
(iii) the super-exponential case the rate is super exponential. Some open problems 
are indicated. 
1. Introduction. Let {Zt : t > 0} be an age-dependent branching process with (i) 
Oi?spring distnbiitiGn {jJj • j ^ OJ and (ii) life-time distribution Assume that 
G(O-l-) = 0,po = OjPi ^ 1- Under these conditions, the offspring mean m = ^ jpj, j>i 
is strictly greater than 1 and the process is supercritical (i.e. the probability of 
extinction is 0). For details see [3]. 
For t > 0 and i > 0, let Zt(x) = the number of particles of age less than or 
equal to x at time t. Athreya and Kaplan [2], Nerman [12], and Kuczek [11] have 
shown that 
Z A{x,  t )  = —r —>• A{x)  with probability 1 
Zt{oo)  
as t  oo tmder various moment conditions. This paper is concerned with the large 
deviation aspects of this convergence. The key idea behind this work is to reduce 
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the large deviation problem (using certain moment conditions) to a study of the 
decay rates of generating functionals. This leads to three distinct cases based on the 
tails of G(-), viz. (i) the Malthusian case, (ii) the sub-exponential case, and (iii) 
the super-exponential case (see Sections [3] and [4] for details). We shall show that 
under (i) the Malthusian case the rate is exponential (ii) sub-exponential case the 
rate is 1 — G(-)? (i") the super-exponential case the rate is superexponential. 
Restilts related to this work appear in (1), (4), and (5). 
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 contains definitions, notations, as-
simiptions and some preliminary results, while section 3 is devoted to the study 
of decay rates of generating functionals. In sections 4 and 5 we study the large 
deviation problems and in section 6 we indicate some open problems. 
2. Definitions, Notations & Assumptions. Let (fi,.F, P) be the tmderlying 
probability space and Zt denote the point process of ages on [0, oo). It has been 
noted by Harris ([10], chapter Vl-27) that this process is Markovian. 
Notations. 
N1 \Z t{y) \  is the ntunber of particles at time f, if the process starts at time 0 
with one particle of age y. If y = 0, we shall denote by \Zt\ the quantity 
l^.(0)|. 
N2 Zt = {x\,X2-,. •. •,x\Zt\) is the point process describing the ages of particles 
alive at time i. 
N3 m = X) jPj -
J>1 
N4 Zt{y', x) is the number of particles of ages at most z, if the process starts 
at time 0 with one particle of age y; we shall denote by Zt{x) the quantity 
Zt(0;x). 
N5 is the collection of all Borel-measurable functions s: [0, oo) [0,1]. 
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Assumptions. 
A1 po = 0, Pi ^ 1, 1 < m < oo. 
A2 Zt{y, •) has right continuous sample paths. 
A3 G is non-lattice and G(0+) = 0. 
Let s: [0, oo) —> [0,1] be a Borel-measvirable function. Define 
It is shown in [10] that this random integral is a measiirable function on Cl. The 
probability generating functional $e[y](s) is defined as (as in [9]) 
We recall the following propositions from [10] and [14]. 
Proposition 2.1. is continuous in the sense that if Sn E A, s E A and 5„(x) —> 
s(x) for all X > 0, then $t(s„) —> $t(s) as n —> oo. 
Proposition 2.2. The map t —>• $f[y](s) is a Borel-measurable function for all 
5 G >1. and all 0 < y < oo; the map y $f[y](5) is a Borel-measurable function for 
allt >0 and s G 
As in [10], it is easy to show that the functionals form a semi-group in t, i.e. 
for all 0 < t, r < oo, 
denote the probability generating function of \Z t{y) \ .  One can see that for s(x)  = 5, 
(1) 
^t+r{s)  = #t($r(3)) 
For 0 < y < oo, 0 < i < oo, 0 < 5 < 1, let 
(2) Ft[y](s) = £;(5l^'(2/)l) 
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The generating function (2), for y = 0, is well-studied in [3]. In fact, the main 
theorem of the next section is a generalizaton of the rate of convergence of J^([0](5) 
to 0 to that of $t[0](s). 
3. Decay Rates for Generating Functionals. Let pi > 0. Assume that there 
exists 7 > 0 such that 
OO 
(3) f e''*dG{t) = —. 
J Pi 
0 
7 is called the Malthusian parameter associated with pi. 
Theorem 1 (Malthusian Case). Assume that the Malthusian parameter 7 as 
defined in (3) above exists. Then under A1 - A3, for s E A, lim e''''$t[0](s) exists, 
t—•OO 
equals Q(s), and satisfies the following: 
(4) (i) for every p > 0 = Q($p[-](5)) 
(ii) if 3^0, 5^1 ,  0  <  Q(s )  <  00 .  
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 1, we state a proposition whose proof is a 
part of the standard textbook literature (see [8]). 
Proposition 3.1. Let H: [0,00) —> R satisfy 
t 
(5) H ( t ) = m  + j  H ( t - y ) d G ( y )  
0 
where ^ is a given bounded Borel-measurable function on [0,00) which is directly 
Riemann integrable  (see  [3]  for  def in i t ion and suff ic ient  condi t ions) .  Then l im f f ( t )  f—•OO 00 00 
exists and. equals ^ J ^ (x)dx where — J tdG(t). 
0 0 
We now start the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The probability generating functional satisfies (see also 
[14]) 
t 
(6) $,[01(«) = (1 - G(i))s(() + j /(«,-40](5))G(<i!i). 
o  
(6) is an immediate consequence of the branching property if we decompose 
into the events that either the particle is still alive at time t or it has died at a time 
u < t and if we express •) in terms of the process generated by the offspring 
of the initial particle. 
One can rewrite (6) as 
t 
(7) «,[0](s) = m+Pt.  I  i , -M(s)G(du)  
0 
where 
^( t )  = ^i(i) + with ^i(i) = (1 - G(t))s{ t )  
and 
t 
m = I  (/($t-„[o](5)) -pi($t_„[o](3)))dG(u) 
n YJ 
Multiplying equation (7) by e''^ and setting s) = [0](s), 
and G^''\u) = pe'^"G{u), one obtains 
f 
(8) = ^(^>(0 + J - u,s)dG'^-'\u) 
0 
Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough (by Proposition 3.1) to 
show that is directly Riemaim integrable. The direct Riemann integrability 
of follows from the existence of the Malthusian parameter. However, we 
include the proof to make the paper self-contciined. Lemma 3.3 establishes the 
direct Riemann integrability of 
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Lemma 3.1. is directly Riemann integrable. 
Pwof .  Since — G{t) ) ,  it is enough (by condition (iii) on page 46, 
of [3]) to establish that e'^{l — G(t)) is directly Riemaiin integrable. To do this we 
will show that, for /i > 0, 
0 )  ^U(n ,h )<oo  
n>o 
and 
(ii) h^(U(n,k) - £(n,k)) -* 0 as —> 0 
7J>0 
where U(n,h)  = sup €^^{1 — G(t ) )  and L{n,h)  is the corresponding infi-
nfe<t<(nH-l)A 
mum. Under the assumption that the Malthusian parameter exists, — G{t) )  
is integrable; hence 
oo (n+l)h 
CO > I  eT'( l  -  G(t) )dt  =  f  -  G(t))dt  
0 ">o „A 
n>0 
= he-'' ^ e^"'(l - Gilh)) 
'>1 
(9) = he-''A{h) 
where 
A{h)  = '£e-" ' ' i l -Gi lh))  
'>1 
Similarly one can show that 
OO 
(10) J e^'(l - G{t))dt  < e '^ iAih)  + 1) 
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Combining (9) and (10) one has 
OO 
(11) he-^A{h)  < J e^'(l - g( t ) )dt  <  e''(A(/i) + 1) 
0 
Now, note that 
e-''A{h) < U(n, h) < e'^iAih) + 1) 
Tl>0 
and 
e~^A(h)  < L(n,  h)  < e '^ iAih)  + 1). 
n>0 
The last two inequalities along with (9) establish the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 is technical and is needed for establishing the direct Riemann inte-
grability of 
Lemma 3.2. For any 7' < 7, 
(12) supe'' 'l^t[0](5)| = K^> < 00 
t>o 
for s G >1, s ^ 1. 
Proof. Given 7' < 7, let 1 > p' > pi be such that 
00 
f eV'dG(t) = i  
0 
(Note that such a p' exists by continuity of the Laplace transform on the domain of 
its finiteness). Further, by the mean value theorem (since $t[0](s) —» 0 as t —> 00) 
i t  fo l lows that  there  exis ts  a  <o(-s)  such that  for  t  > to ,  
(13) m[0]{s))<p'HQ]{s) 
xience 
t 
$40](5) < (1 - G{t - to))+p' J $t_„[0](5)dG(u) 
0 
The lemma follows (using Lemma 3.1) by a comparison argument from Proposi­
tion 3.1. 
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Lemma 3.3. is directly Rlemann integrable. 
Proof. The estimate 
|/(4,[0](s)) -pt.4,[0](s)| < C«,10](s) < Ce---'* 
follows from 
|/(x) — j?ix| < Cx for X 6 [0,1] 
(where C is a finite positive constant) and Lemma 3.2 where 7' is such that 7 < 
7' < 27. Thus, 
t 
&(«) = / l/(4,-u[01{s)-pi.«,-.[01(s)]dG(H) 
0 
t 
(14) <C J e-2T'(«-")dG(t/) 
0 
t 
Hence e''^^2ii) is bounded above by B{t) = f e~^'^'(^~"^dG(tx). Whence, to 
0 
complete the proof of the lemma, it is enough to show that B(t)  is directly Riemann 
integrable (using (iii) on page 146 of [3]). To do this, we will show that (using (i) 
on page 146 of [3]) 
(i) B(-) is boimded and 
(ii) sup B(t) < 00. 
n > l  n < < < ( n + l )  
One can show that if f  B( t )d t  < 00 then (i) and (ii) follow. The integrability of 
B{t) can be seen using Tonelli's theorem (see [13]) as follows: 
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oo t 
J  B{t)dt  =  J  e'"  j  
0 0 0 
oo " t 
= / y e(^-2T'')('-«)e^"(fG(u) 
e^"cZG(u) 
0 Lo 
oo r oo 
dt 
0 Lu 
OO 
< oo (by the choice of 7'). 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following: 
Corollary 1. lim e'''*$f[y](s) < C(s ,y)  where  C is  a finite positive constant de-f—f 00 
pending on s and y. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 (above) is a generalization of Theorem IV.T.l of [3] in two 
directions. First, it is extended to generating fimctionals thus extending the domain 
of apphcability. Second, it also considers the situation when pi = 0 (see also Remaxk 
3). 
Theorem 2 below considers the decay rates for generating functionals when G 
has "sub-exponential" tails. First, we recall the following definition from [3]. 
uenniiion. ine "suD-exponentiai" class L consists ot all distribution lunctions G 
such that 
(IS) 
t—00 1 — G{t) 
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Theorem 2 (sub-exponential case). Let G E C and ko = inf{fe > 1: Pfc > 0}. 
Let Is = inf s{t) < sup5(t) = U3. Then under A1 - A3, 
t>o t>o 
1 -P 1 - G(i) 00 1 - G(t)  1 -p  
where p = and s e 5 ^ 1. 
Proof. Note that from (6), we have 
t 
«,(oiw = s(()(i-G(()) + J /($,-.[o]W)<;c(u) 
0 
since —> 0 as t —> 00, there exists a to(-s) such that Vi > to 
{p - £)#t[0](s) < /($t[0](s)) < (p + e)$t[0](3). 
Hence 
t 
$t[0](s) < 6(t)(l - G{t))  + r(t) + ip + e)  J ^t -u[0]{s)dGiu)  
where 
t t 
r (t)= J f {^ t -u[0]{s))dG{u)-{p  + e)  J ^t .40](s)dG{u) .  
t-to t-to 
Since 
C2{G(t)  -  Git  -  to))  < r( t )  < Ci(G(t) - G(t  -  to)) ,  
AW «« O WXAC*>W 
(16) R2{t)  + (p - £)(x * G){t)  < x{t )  < Ri{ t )  + (p + e){x  *  G)  
where x{t )  =  $t[0](5), Ri( t )  = s(<)(l —G(f)) + Ci(G(<) —G(< —fo))? R2(t )  = 
s( t ) ( l  -  Git) )  + C2iGit )  -  Git  -  to)) .  
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Iterating (16), one gets 
(17) R2 * V(p_.)(t) < x(t) < R, * Vp+,it) 
where 
Vrt.(t) = 5](p±e)"G"(() 
n>0 
and G"* is the n-fold convolution o£ G with itself. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, (since e is arbitrary) we establish the 
following: 
1 _  G(f)  
— n r e w — — T T G W —  
The result would then foUow from the definition of J2i and R2. We start with 
the proof of (i). The proof is based on the tail behavior of the renewal function 
Vy(t )  = 
n>0 
The next proposition describes the tail behavior of V-y(-) and the proof is available 
in [3]. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G E C and 0 < 7 < 1, then 
(IS) Um ^ t-*oo 1 — G(t) 1—7^ 
Proof. See [3], page 150 (Theorem rV.4.3). 
Now to complete the proof of (i), we rewrite it as 
(G«v,)(<) (G«r , ) ( f - i , ) ( i -G(«- to ) )  .  (G( . - t , ) , (y , -y , ( . - to ) ) ) ( f )  
l -G( i )  l -G( i - (o )  1 -G(0  l -G( i )  
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Since G € jC, by a lemma of Chistyakov (see [3], page 148) 
^ 1 ^ ^  ^ 0 < <0 < oo; 
t-»oo 1 — G(r) 
and from Proposition 3.2 one can show that 
Vp{t)  -  Vpi t -  to) ^ foUows. 
t-oo 1 - G ( t )  ^ '  
Finally, we consider (ii). Now from Theorem IV.5.3B of [3] it follows that 
i. , - G(<)) • y,(i) , (^(t)(i - G(t))«y,(f) , V .  
1  —  p  OO 1 — G(T) 1 — G{ t )  1 — P 
completing the proof of Theorem 2. • 
Ottr next theorem considers the case when G  has superexponentially decaying 
tails and is concerned with the generating function of \Zt\. (Note that 5 is not a 
function in the next theorem.) 
Theorem 3 (super-exponential case). Assume that 
A ~'OtX 
1  -  G { x )  <  ,  a :>0  
where Ci, and 9 are Snite positive constants. Assume further that pg = 0 = 
Pi and p2 > 0. Let a be the Malthusian parameter associated with 2 (the minimtmi 
family size), i.e. 
CO 
J e"dG{x)  =  ^  
0 
Let the number of births N{t) in (0, t) satis6.es the following condition: 
logP(iV(t) < Kt)  = 0(e° '*)  
where K is a large positive constant. There exists a constant Ki(6) such that 
logs < lime""^ logFf[0](5) < lim e~°'logJFt[0](s) < Ki log(5 + l) for 0 < 5 < 1. 
t—•OO 
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Proof. The proof of the lower bound is easily seen as follows: 
Ft[0](5)  =  > E :  \Z t \  >  P{\Zt \> t°")  
Thus 
lim e~°''logFt[0](5) > logs+ lira e~°'*\ogP(\Zt\ > e"') = logs (by the choice of a " 
l^oo 
Let N{t)  denote the number of births in (0,<). Then 
= E{s\^ ' \ :  N{ t )  =  0) N{t)  >  1) 
= s( l  -  G{t) )  +  E{s^^ ' \ :  N( t )  >  1) 
< s{l  -  G{t) )  + : Nit )  >  1) 
< 56-®"" + J2 P{N{t) = k) 
k>l 
= .e-»'"'+('f;+ ^ = i) 
\fc=l fc>i(t)+l/ 
Kse-" '" '  +P{N{t )< j i t ) )  
where j(<) = • For such a choice of jit) we have 
FMis)  < (5 + 1 + PiNi t )  < 
lim e-"'logFt[0](s) < —0 + log(s + 1) (by assumption) t >00 
thus completing the proof of our theorem. • 
4. Large deviations. In this section we shall derive the large deviation rates for 
the convergence of empirical age distribution (viz., (iZtl)-^Zt(x)) to the stable age foo 
distribution A(z) v/here A(r) = f e°'"(l — Giu))du 
Lo 
a is the root of the equation 
r g,aufi _ rit-.wj-. J  c — Y J R Y V U J J U > I L  
,0 
J CUllM. 
00 
(19) m j e""cfG(u) = 1 
0 
a is called the Malthusian parameter associated with m. 
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Theorem 4. Let ko = inf{fc > 1: pk = 0}. Let 7 be the Malthusian parameter 
associated with pko (see equation (3) above). Assume that < co for some 
9 and a svdtable choice of TQ (to be specified in the proof of the theorem). Then for 
every e > 0 and a; > 0 
lim e-^'P t—•©© 
exists and is £nite and positive. 
Before proving Theorem 4 we shall make two observations that are crucial to the 
proof  o f  Theorem 4 .  We begin  by  se t t ing  Yr (y )  =  Zr{y;x )—{A{x)+e ) \Zr{y) \ ,  Ar{0 , y )  
and S , (y)  =  E(-Yr (y ) ) .  
(i) There exists ri > 0 such that 
> 0 y>0 
(ii) sup I 0 as ^ 0. 
y 
(i) is an obvious consequence of Lemma 1 of [2]. To prove (ii) we begin with the 
following observations: 
(a) Yr{y)  i s  a  'uni formly  in tegrable  co l lec t ion  o f  random var iables .  
(b) Yr(y)e'^^''^^^ is a uniformly integrable collection of random variables. 
(a) and (b) can be seen, for example, by choosing TQ > and (f> = ^ in the 
theorem. 
Finally, to prove (ii) it is enough to show that 
»>o Ari{^,y) 
Let 
ArM) = i^^Ari(<l>,y) 
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and 
= sup Ari{<f) ,y )  
y>0 
Then it is easy to see that 
0 < lim < lim Ar.^{4>) < oo 
0 ,^—0 
Hence 
s u p l — ^  r j .  ^  1 ^  UriW)  sup]A^^( (? i ,y ) -B(y)Ar^(<?i ,y ) |  
y>0 Ari{<f>iy) '  y>0 
Finally (ii) follows &oin (a) and (b). We now proceed to prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4- Let TQ be such that the conditions (i) and (ii) above are true. 
For t > 0, let = cr{Zs: 0 < s < t) be the <r-algebra generated by the process up to 
t ime t .  Set  A{x, t )  =  {\Zt \ )~^Zt{x) .  Then,  condi t ioned  on  Tt-ra ,A{x^ t )  >  A{x)  +  e  
if and only if 
\Zt-ro\ \Zt-ro\ 
E Yr , iX i ) > 2  53 B r (x , )  
:=1 t=l 
where n.(xi) are independent random variables. Thus 
l^e-rol 
P(A{x , t )>A{x)  +  e \r , -n)< n  
i=i 
f 1 
Z, I — (>lro(«,Xi))^e-^®'oC=.-) 12 '°3 
= e V 
By (i) and (ii) there exists a 0o > 0 such that 0 < (Aro(Oo,y) )^oe-^^^o(y)  
1 for all y > 0. Hence, 
(20) e- ' 'P(A(x , t )  >  A(x)  +  e)  <  E [gJ"  =  ei"$t_^ jO]( f t )  
^0 
< 
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where 
Thus 
K y )  =  
1^1 
^0 
e"P > 2;^B..(xi) P((Z,_,. = i)) 
, «=1 i=l 
I2I 
<e'^ 'J2 lo9h{x i )P{Zt . ro= x )  
gi=l 
Now, letting t —*• oo, vfe see that the LHS converges to 
/ li| |i| \ 
P j 2r,.(Xi;i) > j «{^o) 
yt=l 1=1 
where SQ is the function defined by 
5o(y) = 1 if y = x," 
= 0 if y ^ Xi 
and X = (x i ,x2 , . . .  ,X|ij) and the RHS converges to { H h(x i )  j Q(so). 
V'=i / 
Similar calculations prevail for the other side. Also, by Theorem 1, the RHS of 
(18) converges to Q(h)e~'^^°. Thus by a generalized version of dominated conver­
gence theorem, (see [13], pages 92, 270) applied to the space of types. Theorem 4 fol­
lows. • 
Remark 4- Unlike the single type and multitype cases (see [1] and [5]), the rate of 
decay of P(jA(x,t) — A(i)j > s), even if pi = 0, is only exponential . This can be 
seen intuitively as follows: to obtain superexponential decay it is just not enough 
to have pi = 0 but also the life lengths must be small. See also Theorems 3 and 6. 
Remark 5. Using Theorem 4 one can show that there does not exist a large deviation 
principle (see [7]) for the convergence of empirical age distribution to the stable age 
distribution. The details of the argument are similar to the one in [4]. 
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Theorem 5 (sub-exponential case). Let ko = inf{A: > 1: > 0} and G E C. 
Assume that < oo for some positive 9 and a suitable choice of TQ. Then 
for every e > 0, there exists positive Unite constants ki(£) and k2(£) such that 
<  tad  -  G{t) ) - 'P  -  4(x) |  >  e )  
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4. • 
Theorem 6 (super-exponential case). Let = inf{fc > 1: pk^ > 0}. Assume 
that the conditions of Theorem 3 above hold and that < co for some 
positive 6 and a suitable choice of TQ.  Then for  every  e  > 0 ,  there  ex is t s  a  £ni te  
constant ki such that 
jEm e^'logP < fei 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4, (see (18) above) 
- A(x)| >£)<«,... [op). 
It is possible to show that there exists a 6o such that 
0 < snp h(y) <T J < 1 .  
y>0 
For such a choice of 9o, 
i t - rMW < 
The resvdt follows from Theorem 3. • 
We now tiim our attention to weakening the exponential moment hypothesis to 
a polynomial moment hypothesis. As one should expect, the details of the proof 
are more complicated but the key idea goes back to [1] and [5]. 
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Theorem 7. Let &o = va£{k > 1; pfc > 0} and 7 be the Malthusian parameter 
associated with pk^ (see equation (3) above). Assume further that the residual 
life time Gy(x){= (1 — G(y))~^(G{x + y) — G(y))) satisfies the following condition: 
There exists an integer rn such that inf Gy(^) = 9 > 0. Let ro > 0 and p > 2 
y>o 
be such that Mrg^ = E{\Zro\^) < 2nd Mro^e'^^° > 1. Then under A1 - A3, 
lim e'^^P ^1 ~ ^ and is positive and finite. 
Before we begin the proof of the theorem we shall prove two propositions which 
are crucial to the proof of our main theorem. 
Proposition 4.1. For every 0 < 5 < 1, e''''Ff[0](5) is eventually increasing. 
Proof. Note that there exists a io > 0 such that for every t > to (5) 
Pfc„F,+„[0](s)-e-^^Ft[0](s)>0 
for every y > 0. Thus, for t > to and u > 0 
e^(^+")Ft+u[0](s)-e^^Ft[0](5) 
t+u 
s ( l -G{t  +  u))+ j f {Ft+u-v[0]{s) )dG{v)-Ft[0]{s)  
>  -  Ft[0]{s)]{ l  -  G{t  +  u))  +  (pfc„Ft_40](s )  -  F^OK^))  G{t  +  u)}  
^ U 
thus completing the proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. Assume that there exists an integer rn such that inf Gy = !/>0 ^ \ 2 / 
0 > 0. Then there exists a generating function ^: [0,1] —)• [0,1] such that '$''(1) > 1 
anci  Fr jy](s )  <^{s) .  
Proof. Fro [y](s) = Let Ly denote the random variable with distribu­
tion Gy.  Then 
= E ; L ,  <  ^ )  + £  > j )  
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Thus, 
fV . lvJ(^)  <  (^•^[0) (^) )C»( f )  +(1  -  GyC^))s  =  h{3)  
Let 
^(s )  =  9Fr^[0]{s)  +  (1  -  e)s .  
Note that '^''(1) > 1 and h{s)  <  ^ (5) thus proving the proposition. 
Finally, note that 
(Mra (y; a:)-(>l(a:) + e)Mro (y)) 
- + e) sup Mro(y)^ 
= f ^ro ix)  
We axe now ready to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Recall that A{x,t) = { \Zt \ )~^Zt{x) .  Then 
P(A(x,t )  >  A{x)  +  €)  =  E (P(A( X , T )  > A(x)  +  
Now by applying central limit theorem arguments 
/|i| 
PiA{x , t )  >  A(x)+£\J^ t . ro)  =  P I >  |x | /Z ,„(x) | :F ,_  
/ ix! \ 
E i'r.CxOj 
C{x;e)  
|x|*^ 
where C{x;e)  is a finite positive constant. Thus 
p(A(x  f  
-  — v - y  '  : : : : j  V - y  
=^1: / 
(21) =Cj^ip(|Z,|=j) 
J>1  ^  
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Using the fact that (see [1], [5] for more details) 
OO 
Tik)E = J Ft[0](e--)x^-i Jx and 
0 
setting e~^  = s, the above integral reduces to f -^tiOjC-s) —-ds. Hence, 
0 ^ 
J JFf[0](3) ds converges, by monotone convergence theorem (in lieu of 
0 
Proposition 5.1) to f  Q(s)K(s)ds  where K(s)  =  .  
From (4) and proposition 5.2 
(22) 
g(3) = e^'-<'Q(ir,J.](3)) 
< e^^°Q('^(5)) 
Set g(s)  = ^"^(5) and fix 0 < so < 1. Let to  = g(so)  and for A; > 1 t k  = gk(^o)  
gk-i(g(so))- Consider 
1 tt  
/  Q(s}K(s)ds  =  f  
to 
tk 
T\o-R^o r, r nK"J. TU--Lk — J jji\. ySjGS. xxi.cix 
ifc-x 
^fc+1 tk+l f*+l 
4+1 = J Qis)Kis)ds  <  j  e ' ' ^°Q{<If (s ) )K{s)ds  
tk tk 
By setting ^(s) = u we have 
tfc-l 
^ ' (g iu) )  du. 
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Since 
e ' ' ' - °K(g(u) )K(u)  
^ ' < 1 as u -> 1 $'(ff(t.)) ($'(!)> 
there exists 1 > it > TZQ such that 
e ' ' - °K(g{u))K(u)  
ng iu) )  
Now by choosing SQ = UQ, we have 
< 
/ \ 
Ik+i<PIt  V  i > l .  
The result follows from generalized version of dominated convergence theorem just 
as in Theorem 4. • 
5. Rates for P{W—Wt > e) .  For x > 0, let A(x)  be the stationary age distribution 
and 
OO 
X 
Vy{x)  is called the reproductive value associated with a paxticle of age y .  When 
y =  0 ,  we denote  Vo (a : )  by  V{x) .  
\ZA 
(23)  Wt  = e ' ' ' ^V(x i )  
i=l 
where x  = (x i ,x2 , .  •  •  , x i^^ i )  is the age chart at time i .  Then it is known that 
(see [3]) t > 0} is a non-negative martingale and hence converges with 
probability 1. Our aim is to investigate the decay rate of P(W — Wt  > e) .  In 
fact, we shall show that this rate is super exponential. We start with the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 8. Assume that there exists a 0o > 0 ro > 0 such that < 
oo, and inf V(y) > 0. Then there exists a 6* > 0 such that 
y>0 
suTpE(e^  ^ ' )  < oo 
t>0 
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Proof. Set (f>t(d) — Let {dt -  t>  0} be such that 
= E{e^ '^ ' )  =  k  <00 
for t > s. But k = where the last 
inequality follows from the conditional Jensen's inequality (see [9]). Thus {dt'. t > 0} 
is decreasing and lim 6t = 6* exists. We need to show that 6* > 0. We will show 
t—*oo 
that if {0n} is a subsequence, then lim $„ = 0* > 0. We begin by considering n—^oo 
(24) E  (e^"+i^''+i) =  E  
Now, conditioned on 
(25) 
|z.l /|Zi(i.)l 
j=i v i=i 
where (xi,..., x\Zn\) the age chart at time n and {yi,y2, • • •, y|^„+i|) is the age 
chart at time (n + 1). Thus 
iZ-n l  
where ^i,(0) = E (e®'^^^-'^) and 
[1^1 (xi)! 
r(xj)= E e-"F(xj) 
Note that, since E { T { x j ) )  =  0, supE(T^(y)) < 00, and sup E(e^^(^^T^(y)) < 
y>o y 
00 the following estimate prevails: 
(26) «., (») <1 + C«^ 
where C is a finite positive constant (see also [1] and [5]). 
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Using this estimate in (24) and the fact inf V(x) > 0 one has 
x>0 
where C is a finite positive constant. From this it follows that 
(27) «„+i > . 
Iterating this inequality and letting n —>• oo we get 
11(1 j>i 
-1 
> 0 
concluding the proof of Theorem 8. • 
Results of this type for single type branching processes were used by Biggins and 
Shanbhag [6] for studying certain infinite divisibility problems. 
Theorem 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8, there exist Enite positive con­
stants k and C such that 
P{ \Wt  -W\>e)< 
Proof. Consider 
P{W -Wt>e)  = EiP{W -Wt> 
and observe that 
W-Wt= Hm (Wt+r - Wt) .  
r—•OO 
Hence conditioned on Tf, 
\z-t\ 
W-Wt  = e ' ' 'Y l  
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where W { x j )  is the limit of the martingale starting with a single particle of age X j .  
Set Y{xj) = W{xj) — V{xj). Note that {F(xj): j > 1} is an independent sequence 
of mean 0 random variables. Thus 
e 2 £ 
vw 
<  E  
|Ztl E V(x,) \ -9.^ . 
4 e 
\Zt\ 
e 
-9c 2 c 
\/wi 
Using an estimate similar to (25), we see that 
(28) 
j=i \/l^. 
q2 
W\J 
<  e "  
Thus 
P ( W  - W t > s )  < C E  I  e  ^  
Now consider for A > 0 
I J  
0 
E ( e  "  
00 
< Ci y du (by Theorem 8) 
Consider 
= Ci J 
0 
00 / A:(A) 00 
J(A) = J = \ j + j e  "e du 
0 fc(A) 
< 4- e 
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The value of k(\) which minimizes the RHS is and hence 
and thus 
P{W -Wt>e)< 
A similar estimate prevails for P{Wt — W > e) thus completing the proof of Theo­
rem 9. • 
6. Open Problems. There are several unresolved questions that arise from oiir 
work. We list a few of them. 
1. If G has a superexponentially decaying tail and = 0 we obtained the upper 
boimd and lower bound for the decay rate of logi^t[0](s). Is it possible to 
improve this to a fuU convergence result as was done in [1] and [5]? 
2. Theorem 1 is an analogue of Schroder equation for continuous time. What 
is the correct analogue for Bottcher case? 
3. In [15] we obtained large deviation rates for the tails of W in a multitype 
branching process using Harris function and Karlin McGregor function. Is 
AU i JSJ f  VAW «;XXA0 XWX . \«/XXO Ct^Ux\.^Cl<V./XX VVV/CIXVX 
to study the Laplace transform of W(x). 
4. Is it possible to prove an analogue of Theorem 7 for the sub-exponential 
case by assuming only polynomial moments? 
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Abstract. 
Let : n > 0} be a branching random walk in stationary ergodic environ-
ments starting with a single ancestor at the origin. Let A„(0) = and r=l 
-Pn(^) = E(An{d)). The sequence of random variables {W„(0) = (P„(0))~^A„(0),n > 
1} forms a non-negative martingale sequence and converges to W{6) with probabil­
ity 1 for almost all environments. In this paper we obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the non-degeneracy of the limit. 
1. Introduction. 
Let P) be a probability space and be a measurable space of distri­
butions of point processes on R (the real line). For each n > 0, let ' •  P )  —> 
(H,  H)  be a stationary ergodic sequence of random variables and ^ = (^o, , ^ 2? • • • )• 
In a branching random walk in random environments, an initial ancestor is bom at 
the origin. He lives one unit of time and produces offspring. The positions of the 
offspring form a point process, centered at the position of the parent (which in this 
case is the origin), with distribution ^o('«^)- The resulting population positions axe 
The population in the first generation reproduce independent of each other 
(and also independent of the previous generations) in exactly the same way as the 
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initial ancestor, but this time the point process has distribution ^i(w). The process 
continues and the resvilting process {Z^^\n > 0} is called the branching random 
walk in random environments. ^ is called the environmental sequence. Condition­
ally on the environment n > 0} is a time inhomogeneous branching random 
walk. 
Some comments about the space {H,  Ti . )  axe in order. We assume that the space 
H is topologized by weak convergence and since such a space can be metrized by 
Prohorov-Levy metric d, {H,d) is a metric space. It can be shown that (see [5]) 
this is a complete separable metric space. We also assume that the <r-field 7i is 
generated by the open sets produced by the metric d. 
Let H°° = H X H y. H X ... with the metric 
d(x  v) = 
where x  = (XQ? a:i,...) and yjt = {yo ,y i , ... )• Let be the c-algebra generated 
by the open sets. Define 
by 
T(O = (EI,E2,. . . )  
and A: > 1} to be the iterates of T. Also, for n > 1 let 
be the a-algebras generated by the environmental sequence and the environmental 
sequence and the process up to time n respectively. Let | denote the cardinality 
of Then |Z(")| is a Galton-Watson Process in stationary ergodic environments 
and is well studied in the literature (see [2], [6], and [7]). 
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We let = {zr,n : ^ = 1?2,... and define for 0 6 i2, x € R, and 
oo 
n > 1, An{6)  = = f  (We shall call this the A-transform r=l — oo 
set). Z(")(x) = #{r : < a;}, Hn{x) = £J(Z(")(a;)|:F(o>). Also let Fr,-i{x) = oo . 
=  { 0 } , =  E{AM\T<^) )  =  /  e^-if„(cix)m^„_,(0) =  
— OO 
m„_i(0) = £:(An(0)|Z(") = {0},^")) = 7 andif(0) = E^,(logmo(^)), 
—OO 
where denotes the expectation with respect to the distribution of • Let VK = 
{9 : E^(,(Uog"^o(^)l) < oo}- If we set Wn{0) = (P„(0))~^A„(0) for 0 G then 
one can show using the branching property (see [1]) that {(Wn(0),.7^^"^) : > 1} 
is a non-negative martingale sequence and hence converges with probability 1 to a 
random variable W{9). The aim of this paper is to obtain necessaxy and sufficient 
conditions for the non-degeneracy of the limit when the generation size process, viz. 
: n > 0}, is supercritical. Such a result for branching random walk in fixed 
environments was obtained by Biggins (see [3] and [4]). 
The method of proof is an adaptation of the martingale truncation method of 
Tanny (see [7]) to the branching random walk case and it also provides a different 
proof of a similar result for branching random walk in fixed environments. 
One of the motivations for this work comes from the study of "large deviations 
of More precisely, when one considers the problem of determining the exax:t 
growth rate of Z^^\nx), it turns out that { E { Z ^ ^ ^ { n x ) ) ) ~ ^ Z ^ ^ \ n x )  converges, for 
a certain x, to the random-variable V/{dx) (which is same as the martingale limit 
W{d)). The non-degeneracy of W{6x) implies that {E{Z^"'\nx)))~^ is the exact 
rate (see [8]). 
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly mentions the assimiptions 
and section 3 is devoted to the main resxilt of this paper. 
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2. Assumptions. 
Al: K{0)  >  0 
A2: T>k  = {d  '• K{9)  < oo}l is non-empty 
Under Al, the branching process formed by the generation sizes is supercritical and 
hence the process survives with positive probability (see [2], [6]). 
A3: P(|e„| > 1 for all n > 1) = 1, where is the number of offsprings produced 
by a parent in the nth generation. 
Under A3, the probability of extinction is 0. It should be noted that A3 entails no 
loss of generality since otherwise we need to condition on the set of non-extinction. 
3. Main Result. 
In this section we state and prove the main result. We start with the necessary 
condition. Before we embark into the first proposition, we introduce some more 
notation. We do this by setting Xn,s{0) = where s^r,n are 
the positions of the offspring (who belong to the nth generation) coming from a 
parent at Za,n-i in the (n — l)th generation and |Ts,n_i | is the niunber of offspring 
produced by that parent. We shall call this the X-transform of the parent at 2s,n-i-
Using this notation one can express A„(5) ss foUov/s: 
(1) A„{e) = 52 
3=1  
Also observe that conditionally on : 1 < -s < are i.i.d. 
random variables. Let G^{x) denote their common distribution. We are now ready 
to state our first proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Under A1-A3, a necessaiy condition foTW{6) to be non-degenerate 
is that 
OO 
(2) / xdGi(x)<oo. 
Pn+l(0) 
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Proof. We start by defining a truncated version of AN{d) .  Set AQ {9)  = 1 and 
A\i6) = For n > 2 let Si = {s: X„,,(0) < CP„(e)} 
|5^| = cardinality of 
and 
Km = E 
where 
Xl ,{e)  = Xn,sm[0,CP.(e)]  
and C is a finite positive constant. 
The above quantities axe related to a truncated branching random walk in vary­
ing environments {Zf"\n > 0} constructed as follows. The process starts with one 
ancestor at the origin; the point process describing the positions of the first gen­
eration population is If the transform of the ancestor is below his threshold 
(which is CPi(d)), set (i.e. retain the entire first generation); else set 
\Z^\ = 0 (i.e. kill the entire first generation). This procedure is repeated for every 
individual in the first generation. Note that the threshold for the first generation 
population is CP2{0)- The A-transform for this branching random walk is the same (n-l) 
as A^0) and the mean is P^(^) = JT where 
fc=o 
= J ^^['a,CP>'+^{e)]dGi{x) 
for k > 0.  Hence > 1} is a non-negative martingale 
sequence. Let W*(0) be the limit. Hence P(0 < W^{9) < = 1. 
Supposing one can show that given e > 0, there exists a consteint C{e,9 ,^ )  such 
that P(An{0) = A^(6) for all n > > 1 — then it would foUow that on such 
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a set for all n > 0, 
An{9)  Am pm Wni9)  =  
PM pm Pnie) (n-l) 
= f n 
\pmJ t}o 
- ( f? )n ( ' -=55!  I 
*=-0 \ CPt+i(0) 
and hence 
/ / oo \ \ 
(3) iy(e) = TF'W j n (1 -
^>0 y ^ cPfc+x(e) 
If (2) does not hold, then the RHS of (3) converges to 0 and hence W{9)  is 0 on 
a set of probability at least 1 — e; since e is arbitrary P{W{6) = 0) = 1. Thus to 
conclude the proof, we need only establish that the aforesaid C can be chosen. To 
do this, note that 
P fsup = 1. 
\r.>! /  
Hence given £ > 0, there exists €{&) such that 
which implies that 
P (sup sup ^X„,3(0)) < CP„(0) ) > 1 - £ \n>l l<s<|Z(n-l)| J 
Hence P(A„(0) ^ Al^{6) for some n > 1) < P(Xn,s (9)  >  CPn{0)  for some n and 5) 
which is boimded above by £, thus completing the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
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We now ttim otir attention to the sufficient condition. In this case we shall see 
an interesting connection with the theory of large deviations. For this reason we 
shall strengthen some of our assumptions: 
Bl: Assume that 0 € /nf(Pjt) (i.e. 0 is an interior point of Vk)-
B2:  K{$)  i s  a  di f ferent iab le  funct ion  of  0.  
At this point we should remark that the assumption B2 can be replaced by much 
weaJser assumptions at the cost of adding new technicalities and we shall not pursue 
this line of approach. We state the next proposition whose proof is an elementary 
consequence of standard large deviation theory (see [3]). 
Proposition 3.2. Under Al, A3, Bl, and B2 
lim —logHn(nx)  =  —I(x)  n—»oo 71 
where 
I (x )  =  sup[0a: — K{6)] .  
9 
It can be seen from the large deviation theory that {x| J(z) < 0} is an open inter-
ved (a, b) and for x ^ (a, 6), I(x) > 0. The next proposition is a simple conseauence 
of the above observations and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Proposition 3.3. For x > b, there exists No(w,x,^) such that for all n > No 
00) = 0. 
A similar result follows for x < a. These ideas motivate the following definition. 
Definition. SR = {a:|/(s) < 0} is called the supercritical region of the BRWRE. 
Observe that SR is non-empty since 0 € SR. We shall assume that 
B3: For every x  E SR,  there exists 0^  £ such that K'(0x)  =  x .  
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From tliis point onwaxds we shall assume that such a Bx has been chosen. Without 
loss of generality, we shall assume that x = 0. Under this situation > 0. We 
need one final assumption before we state the sufficient condition for non-degeneracy 
of w(e). 
B4: Assume that the environment ^ satisfies the following condition. 
OO 
For every Q > 0, X) f  xdG^„(x)  <  oo a.e. on 
n>0 
_ OO 
•  S  m f  ^<^Gn(x)  <  oo}. Our next lemma is technical and is needed 
n>0 " 
in the proof of the sufficient condition. 
OO OO 
Lemma 3.1. Under B4, if ^ J xdG^{x) < oo then ^ ^ f xdG^(x) < 
n>0 " e"<3 n>0 e"<?/2 
OO. 
^roof. ^ f xdG^(x) = 
n>0 E + E n>0 n>0 
.nodd neven 
7(fl) I  xdG^ix)  
e»9/2 
^ E I ^dGrn+l(x)+Z I xdG^n(x) 
n>0 e'*'' e"'' 
Note that the first term is the same as the second term except that the environ­
mental sequence is replaced by T^. The lemma follows from B4. 
Proposition 3.4. Under Al, A3, and B1-B4 a sufficient condition for nondegen-
eracy of W(0) is that (2) holds; viz., 
CO 
P) / ^dG'M<oo. 
Pn+l(e) 
Proof. Since K{6)> (i and ^ logP„(0) converges to K(9) ,  given t ] > 0,  there exists 
^oiViO such that n{K{6) — T])< Pn{B) < n{K{6) + rf) and hence (2) entails 
OO 
xdGn{x) < OO with probability 1. 
e (n+l ) (K(9)+ , )  
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We shall define another varying environment branching random walk similar to 
the  one  def ined  in  Propos i t ion  3 .1  by  replac ing  CP„(0)  by  Dexp[^^ '^^^  {K{6)  +  ?/)] .  
Thus, as in that situation, 
m;(e) = J xdG'„(_x) 
0 
and n—1 
PnW = li mlie). k=0 
We observe that there exists a D such that m* (0) > 0 for all n > 0 and hence, 
(having chosen such a D) it follows that > 1} where 
W*(9)  =  
^ pm 
is a non-negative martingale sequence which converges to a non-negative random 
var iable  W*{d) .  
Suppose we can show that {W*{d)^n  > 1} is an -bounded sequence; then it 
would follow that E{W*(6)\!F^^^) = 1. Hence 
w„(«) > w:(S)T\  
and letting n —> oo 
W{6)  >  V/*{9)  with probability i. 
Consider 
/ oo \ 
i «  ng? -n , -S i )  /  •« •>  
Note that as D increases, the RHS of (4) increases to 1 by Lemma 3.4 and (2); thus 
E{Wie)\J^^^) > E{W*{9)\J^^^^) = 1. 
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Also, by Fatou's lemma, E{W{9)\J^^^^) < 1; whence E(W{6)\J^^^^) = 1, completing 
the sufficient condition. 
Thus to complete the proof of the theorem we need only establish that 
sup yar(W* (0)1^(0)) < oo with probability 1. 
n>0 
Consider 
(PiW)  
But 
Var{Al{e) )  = E{Am -  E(A: id) ) f  
=  E{A*Xe)  -  ml^_ , ie )Al_ , ie )  +  -  EiA*M))^  
= E{A*M - + im*_,{9)fE{Al_,{e) - E{Al_,{6))f 
Thus, 
(5) VAR{W*{6)\J^''^) = E{VAR{W*{6)\J^''-''^)\T^''^) + VAR{W*_^{0)\J'^°^). 
Iterating the above equality one obtains 
(6) supyar(w^*(o)i:F<°)) < V £;(yar(w;;:(o)|:F<"-^h|.;^(°h. 
">0 
— n>0 
But note that, 
E(Var(W:m}^''-% = TsS^Var ( ^ 
V^es^-x J 
^ ses5,_ i  
_, . .MAU.{2e))  
n( ) (p.(^))2 
sue)  
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For large n, the first term is bounded and so 
Hence for large n, 
3^(6) g(n+l)iM£i±2l 
(7) , , < C V / D«/Z1\ * — 
where C is a finite positive constant depending on 9 and the environment The 
RHS of (7) can be rewritten as 
^ZP(n+i)iM£^ /p„(g)X 
f oo \ 
Since converges to n I 1 - •7;^ f xdGi(x) j by (2) and 
/ („+nIM£l±2l\ 
converges to 1 (also by (2)) we have that the RHS of (5) is O ( ) • First 
note that there exists No(i ,  S)  such that for every n> No 
^ n ( K ( e ) - S )  <  ^  <  ^ n (K(e ) + S )  
and e ^ < e^" and hence 
— MN—I(S) — 
gD(n+l)(fc(e)+v) 
PN{E) 
p„r^w 
— J. y-'y 
Choosing (2 + ^ + < ^^^1 we have that ^ £(V'ar(Ty*(0)]:F^"~^^)l^^°)) < 00, 
n>10 
thus completing the proof of our proposition. 
Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.4 we have 
Theorem 1. Under A1-A3 and B1-B4, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
E(W(e)\J^^°^) = 1 is that \ \ ^ T / 
00 
(2) 
n>0 p 
We now focus on producing conditions equivalent to (2). We shall also show that 
these conditions reduce to a familiar "z log 2" condition used in branching theory. 
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Theorem 2. Under A1—A3 and B1-B4, a necessary and suMcient condition for 
= 1 is that 
OO 
OO 
n>0 
for some ^ > 0. Furthermore (5) holds for some /? if and only if it holds for all 
/ 3 > 0 .  
Proof. Froin Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that if (5) holds for some /3 > 0 then 
it holds for all /3 > 0. Assume that (5) holds for /3 = /?o- Then ^ mnie) f 
n>0 " gnffaJz 
^ m2„(«) / xdG2n{^) + YJ m2„+i(fl) f <^^2n+l(^) < 0°-
Ti>0 n>0 e"^o 
One can repeat this argument to conclude that 5 holds for all /? > 0. • 
Our next theorem specializes to the case of i.i.d. environments. Note that in this 
case the condition B4 is automatically satisfied. 
Theorem 3. Let : n > 0} be a BRWRE satisfying Al, A3 and B1-B3. Then 
a necessary and sv&cient condition for E(W{6)\^^^^) = 1 is that 
(e ;•"•"')) < =»• 
Proof. To prove the theorem, all we need to do is to show that (8) is eqtiivaient to 
EL- {E (-'•"'ilV'"')) ^  
oo 
Consider the sequence {^ f  xdGf^ (x )  : n > 0} of i.i.d. random variables 
^n j3  
which are botmded by 1. By (8) and Kolmogorov's three series theorem, 
OO 
T» ^ -
oo. 
n>0 
By monotone convergence theorem, (9) is the same as 
(10) 
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But the estimate (for ^ >Q and x >1) 
(11) 4logX < J3i'[en<',oo)(3^) < \'^OZX + 1 
^ n>0 ^ 
implies that the right hand side of (10) is boimded above and below by 
^ some constant K, thus completing the proof of the 
theorem. • 
The above theorem in particular gives a necessary and siofficient condition for 
the non-degeneracy of W{6) in fixed environments, a restilt first proved in Biggins 
[3]. Finally, we also have (using the above line of arguments) that in the stationary 
ergodic case that "z log 2" is a stifficient condition for the non-degeneracy. We shall 
state it as a theorem and omit the proof. 
Theorem 4. Under A1-A3 and B1-B4 a sufacient condition for £(W(^)|.F^°^) = 1 
is that 
Finally we shall state an unresolved problem which naturally arises from the 
results proved here. 
Open Problem: The condition on the environmental sequence is needed only for a 
technical calculation. Is it possible to remove this hypothesis? 
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Abstract. Let : n > 0} denote a branching random walk in stationary er-
godic environments. This paper is concerned with the rate of growth of Z^^\nx), 
the number of particles living to the left of nx. It is shown that , under suit­
able moment and regular conditions (for a certain x), Z^^\nx) normalized by its 
expec ta t ion  converges  to  a  random var iab le  W { 6 x ) -
1. Introduction. Let (fi,^,P) be a probability space and H denote the space 
of all distributions of point processes on R (the real line) with the topology of 
weak convergence. It is known that this topology is metrizable by the Prohorov 
metric d (see [7]) and the space {H, d) is a complete separable metric space. Let 
1-L be the cr-field generated by the open sets. For every n > 0, let (fi,.F, P) ^ 
be a sequence of stationary ergodic random variables. Further, let ^ = 
(^05 5 ^2, • • • )• branching random walk in random environments starts with one 
ancestor at the origin. Ke lives one unit of time and produces oiispring, whose 
positions are centered at the position of their parent and forms a point process Z^^^ 
with distribution ^o('^)- Each of the first generation parents in turn live one unit 
of time and are replaced by their progeny in exactly the same way as the initial 
ancestor, but the point process of positions have distribution ^i. Call the positions 
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of the second generation population The process continues and the resulting 
point process of positions{Z^"^: n > 0} is called the brcinching random walk in 
random environments. The sequence ^ • • •) ^^ called the environmental 
sequence. 
Our aim in this paper is to study the process the nimiber of particles 
of the nth generation living to the left of nx. In fact, we shall show, under further 
moment and regularity conditions, that Z("^(nx), normalized by E{Z^^\nx)\^) 
converges to a random variable W(6x) with probability 1. This random variable 
turns out to be the same as the random variable that comes up as a limit of a 
martingale sequence in BRWRE. In fact if x = oo, {(E{Z^"'\nx )) ^Z^'^\nx)n > 1} 
is a martingale sequence and its limit is well studied in the literature (see [3], [4], 
[9], and [10]). In a separate paper (see [11]) we have investigated the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the non-degeneracy of the maxtingale W{DI). The moment 
conditions that we impose here will be more than sufficient to guarantee the non-
triviality of the limit W(0i). 
Results of this kind for fixed environments was first obtained by Biggins ([4], 
and [5]). Similar results for multi-type branching random walk was obtained by 
Bramson, Ney & Tao (see [6]). To prove our main theorem vra need a local limit 
theorem for sums of independent random variables. We shall discuss this in Section 
3 and in Section 4 we shall discuss the main theorem. Section 2 will be devoted to 
notations, assumptions and some preliminary results. 
2. Notations, Assumptions and Preliminary Results. 
Notations. 
N1 Z(")(x) is the number of particles of the nth generation living to the left of 
X. 
N2 Z(")[x , oo) is the number of particles of the nth generation living to the 
right of X. 
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is the number of particles in the nth generation. 
N4 = {zr^n- "f" = IjS,..., is the point process describing the posi­
tions of the nth generation poptilation. 
N5 AM = E e®--
N6 :r(°) = a(L6,.. .)  
N7 For n > 1, = a < 
N8 For n > 1, F„_i(a:, 0 = E{Z^^\x)\Z^^-^'> = {0}, 0 
N9 For n > 0, F„(x,0 = E{Z^''\x)\Z^°^ = {0}, 0 using branching property 
one can show that H„{x, = -Fn-i * •^n-2 * • • • 0 
NIO For n > 0, m„(0) = f e®^cfF„(a:) = E(An(0)lZ^"-^^ = (0), 0 
— CO 
Nil For n > 0, Pn(d, 0=7 = {0}, 0 = ^  mk(0), 
—oo fc=0 
(n+f-1) 
and for fc > 0 Pn(0, = H 
K=T 
N12 For n > 0, F„(x, {) = and H„(x, 0 = . 
OO oo 
N13 For n > 0, cr^ = f  x '^dFn{x ,^)  and 7,1 = / and i'n(i) = 
— 00 —00 
7 e''-dFn(x,e). 
— CO 
(n-l)  
N14 = E 
i=o 
N15 iiir(^) = £?^5(logmo(0)) where is the expectation with respect to the 
distribution of the random variable ^o-
N16 Vk = {e: K{9) < 00}. 
N17 For X € R, I ( x )  = sup{^x — K{$)}  and SR  = < 0}. 
EER 
Assumptions. 
A1 E^o(log"^o(0)) > 0 
A2 Vk is non-empty and 0 £ Int(X>fc) where Int('Pfc) is the interior of T>k. It 
can be seen using standard large deviation theory ideas that SR is an open 
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interval (a, b). 
A3 For every x E (a, b), there exists 0^ ^ '^k such that 
K'(0^) = X 
The region SR is called the supercritical region of the BRWRE (see [11]). 
A1 implies that the BPRE formed by the generation sizes survives with 
positive probability (see [2]). Hence the next assimiption entedls no loss of 
generality. 
A4 For almost all environments, the probability of producing zero offspring is 
0. 
A5 E^o(7o) < oo, > 0-
A6 F RN^M)NDT=O((B„) -^ ) .  
|t|>« \k=o J ^ ^ 
A8 inf mk(0) > 1 for almost all enviroimaents 
ifc>0 
A9 m'l^ = 0, for all & > 0 for almost all environments. 
AlO Assume that the environment ^ satisfies the following condition: 
S  rj;2„(9) f  o n  S  =  ^ m „ { 8 )  J  < CO f 
n>0 gnQ n>0 gnQ 
where Q > 0 and G® is the common conditional distribution of Xn,s(0) 
which is the same as ^ where are the positions of 
r=l 
the offspring (who belong to the nth generation) coming from a parent at 
•2^3,n-1 in the (n — l)th generation and [Ts^n-il is the number of offspring 
produced by that parent. 
3. Local Limit Theorem. In this section we shall prove a local limit theorem 
for sums of independent random variables. Our method of proof uses characteristic 
functions and is akin to the method adopted by Petrov (see [8]). Let {X„: n > 1} 
be a  sequence of  independent  random variables with jEXj = 0,  and E\Xj\  <  
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be a sequence of independent random variables with EXj  = 0, aiid£?|X|| < 
CO fo r  a l l  n  >  1 .  Se t  =  EX] ,  =  £  Xj ,  u^ t )  =  E  ,  
JSSM J^M 
FZ{X) = P [(BS)-»SS < J and LI, = ± E(|X,f). If m = 0, we shaU j=m 
denote BQ by Bn, Po by pn axid SQ by Sn- Let /n(^) denote the chciracteristic func­
tion of the random variable (5„)~ 2 Sn- The following estimate on the characteristic 
function is from Petrov ([8], page 109). 
(1) \ f n i t )  -  e~^| < 16Ir„|il^e~^ for \t\ < (4L„)~^ 
We are now ready to state our main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 1. Let {Xn: n > 1} be a sequence of independent random variables with 
EXn = 0 and EX^ < 00 for alln > 1. Assume that B^ —> 00 as m and n —> 00 
n ^ 
such that (n — m) —* 00. Further, let ^ E { X j )  =  O(B^) and for every e > j=m n ^ 
0 J n Wjit)dt = 0((B^)~^). Then for su£B.ciently large n and m such that |t|>e I=M 
(n — m) is large, there exists an everywhere continuous derivative p^ of such 
that 
I n / N If ^ ^  / -njl ^ SUP - ©(XJ! = J 
where <^(s) is the standard normal density. 
Proof. Let /^(t) denote the characteristic function of F^. To establish the theorem 
we shall first show that if n and m are large such that (n — m) is large that /m(-) 
is absolutely Riemann integrable. Consider 
00 00 
— 00 —00 
< J J \f^{t)-e-^\dt + V^ 
| t |>(4l,n)-i | t |<(4Ls.)-i 
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Set Ii = f  —  e ~ ^ \ d t .  Also observe that |t|<(4L"m)~^ 
J \fnm(t)-e~^\dt < J l/^(f)ldi+ J e" 
= I2 + I3 
Note that I2 < J \f^{t)dt 
|t|>(4LS.)-' 
= / 11 
1 J=n» V lt|>(4iS.)-
<-V^ J 
|t|>(4C)-
li j=m 
d t  (since = O ( { B  
= O ((B^)-^) 
and I3 < SL'^e =^(4)^, 
17«: n.. /i \ 
P IXlCLXl^ ^  IX Oxxx V, y 
|t|<(4iS.)-i |t|<(4iS,)-i 
Plugging in these estimates, the integrability of /^(•) follows. Finally, 
00 
sup b;;(a:) - cl>{x)\ < (v2^) ^ J j/Kt) - \dt 
— 00 
</a+/2 + 73=o((S^)-i) 
thus completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Corollary 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, for any directly Riemaim 
integrable function f 
sup I J f{x + y)pn J f{x)<i) dx| 
converges to 0 as n —»• oo. 
Note that Fn(-,0 distribution functions even through Fn and 
Hn are not. Our next proposition specializes Corollary 3.1 to the sequence Hn-
• Proposition 3.1. Under A5 and A6, there exists N(^) such that for alln> N(^), 
F„(x) is differentiable with F'^(X) =p^(x) and 
— i (i) sup |p„(x) — <j){x)\ = 0{Bn with probability 1 and 
X 
(ii) for any absolutely integrable function f 
OO OO 
supIV^ J f { x  +  y )dH„{x ) -  J f(x)<l> dx\ 
— OO —OO 
converges to 0 w.p.l. 
Proof. Since > 0, oo by the ergodic theorem. Another application of 
cr^odic tlisorsm slso yislds 
n—1 
Y,1K = 0{B„). k=0 
The proposition foUws from Theorem 1 and Corollary 3.1. 
4. Growth rates for In this section, we seek to prove an analogue of the 
second statement of the Proposition 3.1. We shall now state the main theorem of 
this paper. 
Theorem 2. Under A1 - AlO, for almost all environments 
OO OO 
J e"/(x)<iZ<")(i) - W(^e) I 
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OO 
with probability 1, where f is such that J < oo. 
— OO 
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 2 we observe, by setting Z (•) = 
statement of Theorem 2 is equivalent to 
OO OO 
Tr,^^/2^^K(r) J f{x)d^"\x)^W{e) J f{x)dx 
—OO —oo 
with probability 1 for almost all environments. 
Our method of proof of Theorem 2 is to show that r„ is close to its conditional 
expected value for a suitably chosen time l(n) < n and then to show that the 
conditional expectation converges to the desired limit. This idea goes back to 
Asmussen and Kaplan (see [1]) and has been successfully employed in this context 
by Biggins [4] and Bramson, et al [6]. Thus we are looking at the decomposition 
(2) Tn = (T„ - + E (Tnl:F(^)). 
We shall choose for 0 < a < 1 
(3) €(n) = [y°] where f  < n <  { j  +  1)^ 
where j is an integer. This choice of £ was employed by Biggins [4]. Our next 
OO 
proposition establishes the convergence of to W { 9 )  f  f { x ) d x .  
— OO 
OO 
Proposition 4.1. E{Tn\J^^^) converges to W{9) J f{x)dx as n ^  oo with prob-
— OO 
ability 1 for almost all environments. 
Proof. 
E{TR,\J^'^) = ^ /2^E 
OO 
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Consider 
E = E E rt PNI0,O 
PNIO,O H 
/(s2r,n)e^^'^''"~^'''^ 
res . , I  
where Ss,i = {r: z^.n is the position of a offspring in the nth generation whose 
parent was at Zg^i in the the £th generation }. But 
E 
n—1 
JJ mfc(0) E 
OO 
I F{X +  Z, ,E)DZ^ ' ' - ' \X ,T '0 \ :F^ '^  
(n-l) 
n 
—OO 
OO 
J f{x + z, ,e)dHn-e(x,T'^)  
~oo 
and so 
(4) 
°° 
Now the RHS of the above equation is bounded above by (for large n) 
X V \ O / 
.(')i 
4 E e-- ( / /(. + z.,,)dF„-,(x) - ^ SL(T'0_L ( vfc^) 
1Z(')| 
5=1 
X -
A-
•?.(«.«) 5 ° "'I (V/S^-JCT'O, 
dx 
for some constant &. 
The last term inside the pareinthesis converges to W(0) J  f {x )dx .  The first 
— OO 
term inside the paranthesis converges to 0 by Theorem 3.1. We shall now show that 
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the middle term converges to 0. Consider 
f .- / ,(.) (. (5^) - • -I 
< ^ ( 1 '•"-'{'.A 
- PA»,I) II VB.-SIT'O ^ 
By ergodic theorem, and the asstimption that E((7Q) > 0, there exists NO{^) such 
that for all n> No 
- S ) < s / K <  ^ J n ( E ( „ l )  +  S ) .  
Thus the quajitity inside the paxanthesis is bounded above by 
K 1 
l^(0l 
which in turn is bounded above by ^ p}q \zs^i\. Now, 
I2 ' 3=1 
l^(0| \ 00 
00 
< ^ j ~ ^  J \ x \ ^ d H e i x )  
—00 
3 
i>i 
< 0 0 .  
j>i j>i 
(by the choice of a). Hence (4) tends to 0 as n 00, completing the proof of the 
proposition. 
Our next goal is to show that (T^ — E{Tn\J^^^^y) converges to 0 with probability 
1 for almost all environments. Conditionally on , r„ can be expressed as 
|^(0 
s=l r^S,^t 
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where 5s,f = {r: the position of the ancestor (in the ^th generation) of a particle 
at Zr,n (in the nth generation) is and sZr,n = 2rr,n + 2^3,£. The above expression 
can be rewritten as 
T„ = I E 
3=1 
The term inside the paranthesis can be expressed as 
00 
j  f { x  +  z , , e ) d s ^ ' ' ~ ' \ x , T ' 0  
— 00 
where ( ; T*^) denotes the transformed point process of positions of the nth 
generation population starting with a single ancestor at Zs^£ in the ^th generation. 
If = 0 we shall dispense with the s in the notation of the transformed point 
process. 
Note also that where by = we mean equality in the sense of 
distribution. Thus 
3=1 
and 
00 
- S \ - /  J  J  \ — 1 -  S /  —  V — 5 -  S / y  
At this point we define a truncated version of Yg^i as foUows: 
Ys{£)  if |y,(^)| < (a,(^))-^ 
YM = { 
'0 if |n(^)l > (a,(^))-i 
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Thus, 
|Z(')| |2W| 
(x„ - £ a,(QE(r,'(Q) +  ^a.(«)(y. - Y,') 
^ 3=1 3=1 
(5) + E - -sw)) 
5=1 
We shall show that each of the terms converge to 0 with probability 1 (for almost 
all environments). The proofs will involve moment conditions on the tails of the 
distributions of sup for ^ > 0. 
n>0 
It is known in the branching processes theory that the distributions of the tails 
of sup axe related to those of W(^, which in turn are related to 
n>0 
those of T^^). Thus the moment conditions on transform to 
the finiteness of certain moments of sup T^^). The next two propositions 
n>0 
make the above observations precise and the proofs are routine. The method is an 
adaptation of the one available for instance in Biggins (see [4]). We provide the 
proofs only to make the paper self-contained. We start with the following simple 
estimate 
(V i ' fV  <  rr (  wv" - ' ^ ) ca  
<ii:(sup,T^(">(0,r^O + i) 
n>0 
= K{snp T^O + !)• 
n>0 
Our next proposition provides the link between the moments of W{9,  and (6, T^^). 
Let h: i2+ be defined by 
,, , f CqZ if a: < e 
h{x )  =  < 3  .  
I Ci + C2 log 2 X if X > e 
where co,ci, and C2 axe constants so chosen that h is concave. Since h is also non-
decreasing it is sub-additive. 
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Proposition. Under A1 - AlO, E{W{e, T^O logl W(e, < °°-
Proof. It is enough to show that E{W(6,T^^)h{W{0,T^^))) < o o  for almost all 
environments. We begin with 
|^(n+l)| 
w^^+'\e,T'o = (PN+I{0,T'or'- Y1 
r=l 
= (Pn (e,T 'or' z; 
r=l 
= (PN{e,T'Or' E 
r=l 
where T^+"0- Hence T^O) is the 
same as 
The right hand side of the above equation is bounded above by 
/Ij;'! \ e'"- \ 
(it  ' '  
Noyv taking conditional expectations vvith respect to we have 
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Talcing expectations and iterating the above inequality, one has, using Fatou's 
lemma, 
To complete the proof of the theorem, all we need to do is establish the finiteness 
of the right hand side. Consider 
f£!(53x„{r'+"f) 
which is the same as (by Tonelli's Theorem and monotone convergence theorem) 
Next consider 
"^O-oo 
which can be rewritten as 
— /n — 
We shall first give a choice for /„• Since under our assumptions inf mk{6) > 1 for 
fc>0 
all fc > 0 for almost all environments, for every n > 0 there exists a w such that 
inf-{e Pn{,6^—Tiw ^ X ^ u/tz} ^ yS" > 1. 
choose J® = [ — w n , w n ] .  For such a choice of J„, one has 
RE''X„{(Y 
n>0/c ^ ^ n>0 
Ill  
and on using the estimate 
h{xy)  <  K { 1  + log| X + log| y) 
we have 
is bounded above by 
x; /(I+logi xo(f)+logj (P^)  IB. IZ- ,  I )  
which in turn is bounded by 
2 /(i+logj x„(o+io4(fe))i^°'(x,e). 
_ 'v.ft J Tl>0 r in 
We shall first show that f S K^o{0^ "^11 Choosing N 
\ \"^° / / 
[(log/?)-Mog(^)], 
we see that, E h{Xo(Or")<hiXoiO)N + Co MOr" 
n>l  n>N+l  
<K(L+LOGLXO(0)  
and hence the resvdt follows from A7. 
OO /X 2 j-rr<")/ As for the other terms, we shall only estabish that ^ f  x^^dH (a;,0 < 
n>0 nw 
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Note that 
(r+l)u) 
i:/.SdF<"'(.,o<c» = x;E / + XDH^^\X) 
^>^nw >">" rw 
< K ^  ^ (r + l)t:^"\(r + l)w) 2-r7^")/ r - t -J -J  
n>0 r>n 
r>0 r=0 Jfc=0 ^ 
< if J^(r + l)tc'-
r>0 
where 0 < c < 1 and IC is independent of the environment; hence it follows that 
£!(g(B(W(0, log W 2(0, ^))) < 00 from which it also follows that ^)log W§(0, ^ )) 
is finite with probability 1 for almost all environments. 
Ovir next proposition relates the tail of distributions of W(6,T^^) with that of 
sup and the proof follows from the proof given in Biggins (see [4]) and 
n>0 
hence will be omitted. 
Proposition 4.3. Under A, for almost all environments and for every 0 < a < 
1 and i>0, there exists B > 0 such thai 
P { W { 9 , T ^ ^ )  >  a t )  >  B P { s u p W ^ ' ' \ e , T ^ O  > i ) >  SP(sup W ( e , T ^ ^ )  >  t ) .  
n>0 n>0 
Thus to complete the proof of the theorem we need to show the convergence of 
the three terms in the RHS of (5). The proof of convergence of the second and third 
terms to zero follow from the arguments in Biggins [4]. The proof of the convergence 
to zero of the first term is contained in Proposition 4.4. 
, \Z'\ 
Proposition 4.4. ^ a s ( £ ) B ( Y j ( £ ) )  c o n v e r g e s  t o  0  w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  1  
3=1 
for almost all environments. 
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Proof. First observe that 
EIY^II)) = EIYSI£): \UE)\ < (a,(^))-^) 
Also by ergodic theorem, there exists No{0 such that for all n > No,Bn < 
for some finite positive constant K (possibly depending on ^). Thus, 
V27rB„(0 W) < a,(£) J tdGtit) 
oo 
I 
Let R= {s :  Og^i )  >  where 0 < m < K{6). Then, 
J «G,(i)=fe+X;) [".w /  WG((i) |  
(N OO oo ^a,(£)j  J  tdGti t)  + w^' \e ,0 J  tdOeie) 
•^SER 
Now, 
s  I Eo+1)'  E 2 Eo'+i) 'B (E \ j 3^R J j \seR J 
< ^0" + < oo 
i 
Also, 
oo oo 
{j + l)iw^'\e,0 J tdGe{t)<KW'i9,0 J i(logt)tdG,)(t) 
^TTlZ 0T7^^ 
—»• 0 as J oo, thus completing the proof of the proposition. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
In this thesis we investigated the large deviation problems for branching models 
by focussing on three distinct questions. First we investigated the rates of decay 
for the deviation between empirical mean and the true mean for various branching 
processes. We showed that (under further moment and regularity conditions) in the 
discrete time case the rate is geometric while in the continuous time case the rate 
is exponential. 
Second, we studied the large deviation behavior exhibited by the tails of the 
mar t inga le  l imi t  v iz .  W .  More  prec i se ly ,  we  s tud ied  the  behavior  o f  P ( W  <  x )  
neax zero by obtaining bounds on the density w oi W near the origin and then 
transformed these botmds to extract the rate of decrease of the left tail. A related 
problem that we investigated concerned the right tail of W. We showed that if the 
branching process has finite support then one can use the multitype analogues of 
the  Har r i s  func t ion  to  ob ta in  prec i se  in format ion  about  the  behavior  o f  P { W  >  x )  
for large x. 
Finally, we discussed the branching random walk model in stationary ergodic 
environments. We showed that (conditioned on the environment) the number of 
particles living to the left of nx (for a certain a:) normalized by its expectation 
converges to a non-negative random variable with probability one which is non-
degenerate. 
There axe several related questions that axe as yet tmresolved. We shall mention 
a few of them: 
(1) In the single type Galton-Watson case, the non-parametric maximum 
likelihood estimator of the mean m is 
n 
V — 
*71 / -X (n-l) 
E 
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It can be shown that Yn m with probability one. Since Yn can be 
2*. expressed as where TJ = and AJ = — it is tempting to 
i=i E 
k=0 
conjecture that P(|Fn — m| > e) ~ p". Is such a conjecture true? Similar 
questions for multi-type cases will also be interesting. 
(2) In the multi-type case, we showed that if the matrix A = 0, then under the 
assumption that every particle produces at least of its kind that 
- i o g f ^ ' ' \ s i , S 2 )  ~ 2'^Ri( s i , S 2 )  for i  =  1,2. 
Is this result true without these conditions? 
(3) In the braching random walk in random environments we obtained a neces­
sary and sufficient condition for the non-degeneracj'' of a certain martingale 
limit W{6) for 6 belonging to a certain set. What would happen if 6 were 
not in such a set? At the present time we do not know how to examine 
questions of this type and the problem seems to be challenging. 
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